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§1.1   General definitions. 

As used in Subchapters A through K of this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise: 

Administrator means the Federal Aviation Administrator or any person to whom he has delegated his 
authority in the matter concerned. 

Aerodynamic coefficients means non-dimensional coefficients for aerodynamic forces and moments. 

Air carrier means a person who undertakes directly by lease, or other arrangement, to engage in air 
transportation. 

Air commerce means interstate, overseas, or foreign air commerce or the transportation of mail by aircraft 
or any operation or navigation of aircraft within the limits of any Federal airway or any operation or 
navigation of aircraft which directly affects, or which may endanger safety in, interstate, overseas, or 
foreign air commerce. 

Aircraft means a device that is used or intended to be used for flight in the air. 

Aircraft engine means an engine that is used or intended to be used for propelling aircraft. It includes 
turbosuperchargers, appurtenances, and accessories necessary for its functioning, but does not include 
propellers. 

Airframe means the fuselage, booms, nacelles, cowlings, fairings, airfoil surfaces (including rotors but 
excluding propellers and rotating airfoils of engines), and landing gear of an aircraft and their accessories 
and controls. 

Airplane means an engine-driven fixed-wing aircraft heavier than air, that is supported in flight by the 
dynamic reaction of the air against its wings. 

Airport means an area of land or water that is used or intended to be used for the landing and takeoff of 
aircraft, and includes its buildings and facilities, if any. 

Airship means an engine-driven lighter-than-air aircraft that can be steered. 

Air traffic means aircraft operating in the air or on an airport surface, exclusive of loading ramps and 
parking areas. 

Air traffic clearance means an authorization by air traffic control, for the purpose of preventing collision 
between known aircraft, for an aircraft to proceed under specified traffic conditions within controlled 
airspace. 

Air traffic control means a service operated by appropriate authority to promote the safe, orderly, and 
expeditious flow of air traffic. 

Air Traffic Service (ATS) route is a specified route designated for channeling the flow of traffic as 
necessary for the provision of air traffic services. The term “ATS route” refers to a variety of airways, 
including jet routes, area navigation (RNAV) routes, and arrival and departure routes. An ATS route is 
defined by route specifications, which may include: 



(1) An ATS route designator; 

(2) The path to or from significant points; 

(3) Distance between significant points; 

(4) Reporting requirements; and 

(5) The lowest safe altitude determined by the appropriate authority. 

Air transportation means interstate, overseas, or foreign air transportation or the transportation of mail by 
aircraft. 

Alert Area. An alert area is established to inform pilots of a specific area wherein a high volume of pilot 
training or an unusual type of aeronautical activity is conducted. 

Alternate airport means an airport at which an aircraft may land if a landing at the intended airport 
becomes inadvisable. 

Altitude engine means a reciprocating aircraft engine having a rated takeoff power that is producible from 
sea level to an established higher altitude. 

Amateur rocket means an unmanned rocket that: 

(1) Is propelled by a motor or motors having a combined total impulse of 889,600 Newton-seconds 
(200,000 pound-seconds) or less; and 

(2) Cannot reach an altitude greater than 150 kilometers (93.2 statute miles) above the earth's surface. 

Appliance means any instrument, mechanism, equipment, part, apparatus, appurtenance, or accessory, 
including communications equipment, that is used or intended to be used in operating or controlling an 
aircraft in flight, is installed in or attached to the aircraft, and is not part of an airframe, engine, or propeller. 

Approved, unless used with reference to another person, means approved by the FAA or any person to 
whom the FAA has delegated its authority in the matter concerned, or approved under the provisions of a 
bilateral agreement between the United States and a foreign country or jurisdiction. 

Area navigation (RNAV) is a method of navigation that permits aircraft operations on any desired flight 
path. 

Area navigation (RNAV) route is an ATS route based on RNAV that can be used by suitably equipped 
aircraft. 

Armed Forces means the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, including their regular 
and reserve components and members serving without component status. 

Autorotation means a rotorcraft flight condition in which the lifting rotor is driven entirely by action of the 
air when the rotorcraft is in motion. 

Auxiliary rotor means a rotor that serves either to counteract the effect of the main rotor torque on a 
rotorcraft or to maneuver the rotorcraft about one or more of its three principal axes. 



Balloon means a lighter-than-air aircraft that is not engine driven, and that sustains flight through the use of 
either gas buoyancy or an airborne heater. 

Brake horsepower means the power delivered at the propeller shaft (main drive or main output) of an 
aircraft engine. 

Calibrated airspeed means the indicated airspeed of an aircraft, corrected for position and instrument error. 
Calibrated airspeed is equal to true airspeed in standard atmosphere at sea level. 

Canard means the forward wing of a canard configuration and may be a fixed, movable, or variable 
geometry surface, with or without control surfaces. 

Canard configuration means a configuration in which the span of the forward wing is substantially less 
than that of the main wing. 

Category: 

(1) As used with respect to the certification, ratings, privileges, and limitations of airmen, means a broad 
classification of aircraft. Examples include: airplane; rotorcraft; glider; and lighter-than-air; and 

(2) As used with respect to the certification of aircraft, means a grouping of aircraft based upon intended 
use or operating limitations. Examples include: transport, normal, utility, acrobatic, limited, restricted, and 
provisional. 

Category A, with respect to transport category rotorcraft, means multiengine rotorcraft designed with 
engine and system isolation features specified in Part 29 and utilizing scheduled takeoff and landing 
operations under a critical engine failure concept which assures adequate designated surface area and 
adequate performance capability for continued safe flight in the event of engine failure. 

Category B, with respect to transport category rotorcraft, means single-engine or multiengine rotorcraft 
which do not fully meet all Category A standards. Category B rotorcraft have no guaranteed stay-up ability 
in the event of engine failure and unscheduled landing is assumed. 

Category II operations, with respect to the operation of aircraft, means a straight-in ILS approach to the 
runway of an airport under a Category II ILS instrument approach procedure issued by the Administrator or 
other appropriate authority. 

Category III operations, with respect to the operation of aircraft, means an ILS approach to, and landing 
on, the runway of an airport using a Category III ILS instrument approach procedure issued by the 
Administrator or other appropriate authority. 

Ceiling means the height above the earth's surface of the lowest layer of clouds or obscuring phenomena 
that is reported as “broken”, “overcast”, or “obscuration”, and not classified as “thin” or “partial”. 

Civil aircraft means aircraft other than public aircraft. 

Class: 

(1) As used with respect to the certification, ratings, privileges, and limitations of airmen, means a 
classification of aircraft within a category having similar operating characteristics. Examples include: 
single engine; multiengine; land; water; gyroplane; helicopter; airship; and free balloon; and 



(2) As used with respect to the certification of aircraft, means a broad grouping of aircraft having similar 
characteristics of propulsion, flight, or landing. Examples include: airplane; rotorcraft; glider; balloon; 
landplane; and seaplane. 

Clearway means: 

(1) For turbine engine powered airplanes certificated after August 29, 1959, an area beyond the runway, not 
less than 500 feet wide, centrally located about the extended centerline of the runway, and under the control 
of the airport authorities. The clearway is expressed in terms of a clearway plane, extending from the end of 
the runway with an upward slope not exceeding 1.25 percent, above which no object nor any terrain 
protrudes. However, threshold lights may protrude above the plane if their height above the end of the 
runway is 26 inches or less and if they are located to each side of the runway. 

(2) For turbine engine powered airplanes certificated after September 30, 1958, but before August 30, 1959, 
an area beyond the takeoff runway extending no less than 300 feet on either side of the extended centerline 
of the runway, at an elevation no higher than the elevation of the end of the runway, clear of all fixed 
obstacles, and under the control of the airport authorities. 

Climbout speed, with respect to rotorcraft, means a referenced airspeed which results in a flight path clear 
of the height-velocity envelope during initial climbout. 

Commercial operator means a person who, for compensation or hire, engages in the carriage by aircraft in 
air commerce of persons or property, other than as an air carrier or foreign air carrier or under the authority 
of Part 375 of this title. Where it is doubtful that an operation is for “compensation or hire”, the test applied 
is whether the carriage by air is merely incidental to the person's other business or is, in itself, a major 
enterprise for profit. 

Configuration, Maintenance, and Procedures (CMP) document means a document approved by the FAA 
that contains minimum configuration, operating, and maintenance requirements, hardware life-limits, and 
Master Minimum Equipment List (MMEL) constraints necessary for an airplane-engine combination to 
meet ETOPS type design approval requirements. 

Consensus standard means, for the purpose of certificating light-sport aircraft, an industry-developed 
consensus standard that applies to aircraft design, production, and airworthiness. It includes, but is not 
limited to, standards for aircraft design and performance, required equipment, manufacturer quality 
assurance systems, production acceptance test procedures, operating instructions, maintenance and 
inspection procedures, identification and recording of major repairs and major alterations, and continued 
airworthiness. 

Controlled airspace means an airspace of defined dimensions within which air traffic control service is 
provided to IFR flights and to VFR flights in accordance with the airspace classification. 

NOTE: Controlled airspace is a generic term that covers Class A, Class B, Class C, Class D, and Class E airspace. 

Controlled Firing Area. A controlled firing area is established to contain activities, which if not conducted 
in a controlled environment, would be hazardous to nonparticipating aircraft. 

Crewmember means a person assigned to perform duty in an aircraft during flight time. 

Critical altitude means the maximum altitude at which, in standard atmosphere, it is possible to maintain, at 
a specified rotational speed, a specified power or a specified manifold pressure. Unless otherwise stated, 
the critical altitude is the maximum altitude at which it is possible to maintain, at the maximum continuous 
rotational speed, one of the following: 



(1) The maximum continuous power, in the case of engines for which this power rating is the same at sea 
level and at the rated altitude. 

(2) The maximum continuous rated manifold pressure, in the case of engines, the maximum continuous 
power of which is governed by a constant manifold pressure. 

Critical engine means the engine whose failure would most adversely affect the performance or handling 
qualities of an aircraft. 

Decision altitude (DA) is a specified altitude in an instrument approach procedure at which the pilot must 
decide whether to initiate an immediate missed approach if the pilot does not see the required visual 
reference, or to continue the approach. Decision altitude is expressed in feet above mean sea level. 

Decision height (DH) is a specified height above the ground in an instrument approach procedure at which 
the pilot must decide whether to initiate an immediate missed approach if the pilot does not see the required 
visual reference, or to continue the approach. Decision height is expressed in feet above ground level. 

Early ETOPS means ETOPS type design approval obtained without gaining non-ETOPS service 
experience on the candidate airplane-engine combination certified for ETOPS. 

EFVS operation means an operation in which visibility conditions require an EFVS to be used in lieu of 
natural vision to perform an approach or landing, determine enhanced flight visibility, identify required 
visual references, or conduct a rollout. 

Enhanced flight visibility (EFV) means the average forward horizontal distance, from the cockpit of an 
aircraft in flight, at which prominent topographical objects may be clearly distinguished and identified by 
day or night by a pilot using an enhanced flight vision system. 

Enhanced flight vision system (EFVS) means an installed aircraft system which uses an electronic means to 
provide a display of the forward external scene topography (the natural or manmade features of a place or 
region especially in a way to show their relative positions and elevation) through the use of imaging 
sensors, including but not limited to forward-looking infrared, millimeter wave radiometry, millimeter 
wave radar, or low-light level image intensification. An EFVS includes the display element, sensors, 
computers and power supplies, indications, and controls. 

Equivalent airspeed means the calibrated airspeed of an aircraft corrected for adiabatic compressible flow 
for the particular altitude. Equivalent airspeed is equal to calibrated airspeed in standard atmosphere at sea 
level. 

ETOPS Significant System means an airplane system, including the propulsion system, the failure or 
malfunctioning of which could adversely affect the safety of an ETOPS flight, or the continued safe flight 
and landing of an airplane during an ETOPS diversion. Each ETOPS significant system is either an ETOPS 
group 1 significant system or an ETOPS group 2 significant system. 

(1) An ETOPS group 1 Significant System— 

(i) Has fail-safe characteristics directly linked to the degree of redundancy provided by the number 
of engines on the airplane. 

(ii) Is a system, the failure or malfunction of which could result in an IFSD, loss of thrust control, 
or other power loss. 



(iii) Contributes significantly to the safety of an ETOPS diversion by providing additional 
redundancy for any system power source lost as a result of an inoperative engine. 

(iv) Is essential for prolonged operation of an airplane at engine inoperative altitudes. 

(2) An ETOPS group 2 significant system is an ETOPS significant system that is not an ETOPS group 1 
significant system. 

Extended Operations (ETOPS) means an airplane flight operation, other than an all-cargo operation in an 
airplane with more than two engines, during which a portion of the flight is conducted beyond a time 
threshold identified in part 121 or part 135 of this chapter that is determined using an approved one-engine-
inoperative cruise speed under standard atmospheric conditions in still air. 

Extended over-water operation means— 

(1) With respect to aircraft other than helicopters, an operation over water at a horizontal distance of more 
than 50 nautical miles from the nearest shoreline; and 

(2) With respect to helicopters, an operation over water at a horizontal distance of more than 50 nautical 
miles from the nearest shoreline and more than 50 nautical miles from an off-shore heliport structure. 

External load means a load that is carried, or extends, outside of the aircraft fuselage. 

External-load attaching means means the structural components used to attach an external load to an 
aircraft, including external-load containers, the backup structure at the attachment points, and any quick-
release device used to jettison the external load. 

Final approach fix (FAF) defines the beginning of the final approach segment and the point where final 
segment descent may begin. 

Final takeoff speed means the speed of the airplane that exists at the end of the takeoff path in the en route 
configuration with one engine inoperative. 

Fireproof— 

(1) With respect to materials and parts used to confine fire in a designated fire zone, means the capacity to 
withstand at least as well as steel in dimensions appropriate for the purpose for which they are used, the 
heat produced when there is a severe fire of extended duration in that zone; and 

(2) With respect to other materials and parts, means the capacity to withstand the heat associated with fire 
at least as well as steel in dimensions appropriate for the purpose for which they are used. 

Fire resistant— 

(1) With respect to sheet or structural members means the capacity to withstand the heat associated with 
fire at least as well as aluminum alloy in dimensions appropriate for the purpose for which they are used; 
and 

(2) With respect to fluid-carrying lines, fluid system parts, wiring, air ducts, fittings, and powerplant 
controls, means the capacity to perform the intended functions under the heat and other conditions likely to 
occur when there is a fire at the place concerned. 



Flame resistant means not susceptible to combustion to the point of propagating a flame, beyond safe 
limits, after the ignition source is removed. 

Flammable, with respect to a fluid or gas, means susceptible to igniting readily or to exploding. 

Flap extended speed means the highest speed permissible with wing flaps in a prescribed extended 
position. 

Flash resistant means not susceptible to burning violently when ignited. 

Flightcrew member means a pilot, flight engineer, or flight navigator assigned to duty in an aircraft during 
flight time. 

Flight level means a level of constant atmospheric pressure related to a reference datum of 29.92 inches of 
mercury. Each is stated in three digits that represent hundreds of feet. For example, flight level 250 
represents a barometric altimeter indication of 25,000 feet; flight level 255, an indication of 25,500 feet. 

Flight plan means specified information, relating to the intended flight of an aircraft, that is filed orally or 
in writing with air traffic control. 

Flight simulation training device (FSTD) means a flight simulator or a flight training device. 

Flight time means: 

(1) Pilot time that commences when an aircraft moves under its own power for the purpose of flight and 
ends when the aircraft comes to rest after landing; or 

(2) For a glider without self-launch capability, pilot time that commences when the glider is towed for the 
purpose of flight and ends when the glider comes to rest after landing. 

Flight training device (FTD) means a replica of aircraft instruments, equipment, panels, and controls in an 
open flight deck area or an enclosed aircraft cockpit replica. It includes the equipment and computer 
programs necessary to represent aircraft (or set of aircraft) operations in ground and flight conditions 
having the full range of capabilities of the systems installed in the device as described in part 60 of this 
chapter and the qualification performance standard (QPS) for a specific FTD qualification level. 

Flight visibility means the average forward horizontal distance, from the cockpit of an aircraft in flight, at 
which prominent unlighted objects may be seen and identified by day and prominent lighted objects may be 
seen and identified by night. 

Foreign air carrier means any person other than a citizen of the United States, who undertakes directly, by 
lease or other arrangement, to engage in air transportation. 

Foreign air commerce means the carriage by aircraft of persons or property for compensation or hire, or the 
carriage of mail by aircraft, or the operation or navigation of aircraft in the conduct or furtherance of a 
business or vocation, in commerce between a place in the United States and any place outside thereof; 
whether such commerce moves wholly by aircraft or partly by aircraft and partly by other forms of 
transportation. 

Foreign air transportation means the carriage by aircraft of persons or property as a common carrier for 
compensation or hire, or the carriage of mail by aircraft, in commerce between a place in the United States 
and any place outside of the United States, whether that commerce moves wholly by aircraft or partly by 
aircraft and partly by other forms of transportation. 



Forward wing means a forward lifting surface of a canard configuration or tandem-wing configuration 
airplane. The surface may be a fixed, movable, or variable geometry surface, with or without control 
surfaces. 

Full flight simulator (FFS) means a replica of a specific type; or make, model, and series aircraft cockpit. It 
includes the assemblage of equipment and computer programs necessary to represent aircraft operations in 
ground and flight conditions, a visual system providing an out-of-the-cockpit view, a system that provides 
cues at least equivalent to those of a three-degree-of-freedom motion system, and has the full range of 
capabilities of the systems installed in the device as described in part 60 of this chapter and the 
qualification performance standards (QPS) for a specific FFS qualification level. 

Glider means a heavier-than-air aircraft, that is supported in flight by the dynamic reaction of the air 
against its lifting surfaces and whose free flight does not depend principally on an engine. 

Ground visibility means prevailing horizontal visibility near the earth's surface as reported by the United 
States National Weather Service or an accredited observer. 

Go-around power or thrust setting means the maximum allowable in-flight power or thrust setting 
identified in the performance data. 

Gyrodyne means a rotorcraft whose rotors are normally engine-driven for takeoff, hovering, and landing, 
and for forward flight through part of its speed range, and whose means of propulsion, consisting usually of 
conventional propellers, is independent of the rotor system. 

Gyroplane means a rotorcraft whose rotors are not engine-driven, except for initial starting, but are made to 
rotate by action of the air when the rotorcraft is moving; and whose means of propulsion, consisting usually 
of conventional propellers, is independent of the rotor system. 

Helicopter means a rotorcraft that, for its horizontal motion, depends principally on its engine-driven 
rotors. 

Heliport means an area of land, water, or structure used or intended to be used for the landing and takeoff 
of helicopters. 

Idle thrust means the jet thrust obtained with the engine power control level set at the stop for the least 
thrust position at which it can be placed. 

IFR conditions means weather conditions below the minimum for flight under visual flight rules. 

IFR over-the-top, with respect to the operation of aircraft, means the operation of an aircraft over-the-top 
on an IFR flight plan when cleared by air traffic control to maintain “VFR conditions” or “VFR conditions 
on top”. 

Indicated airspeed means the speed of an aircraft as shown on its pitot static airspeed indicator calibrated to 
reflect standard atmosphere adiabatic compressible flow at sea level uncorrected for airspeed system errors. 

In-flight shutdown (IFSD) means, for ETOPS only, when an engine ceases to function (when the airplane is 
airborne) and is shutdown, whether self induced, flightcrew initiated or caused by an external influence. 
The FAA considers IFSD for all causes: for example, flameout, internal failure, flightcrew initiated 
shutdown, foreign object ingestion, icing, inability to obtain or control desired thrust or power, and cycling 
of the start control, however briefly, even if the engine operates normally for the remainder of the flight. 
This definition excludes the airborne cessation of the functioning of an engine when immediately followed 



by an automatic engine relight and when an engine does not achieve desired thrust or power but is not 
shutdown. 

Instrument means a device using an internal mechanism to show visually or aurally the attitude, altitude, or 
operation of an aircraft or aircraft part. It includes electronic devices for automatically controlling an 
aircraft in flight. 

Instrument approach procedure (IAP) is a series of predetermined maneuvers by reference to flight 
instruments with specified protection from obstacles and assurance of navigation signal reception 
capability. It begins from the initial approach fix, or where applicable, from the beginning of a defined 
arrival route to a point: 

(1) From which a landing can be completed; or 

(2) If a landing is not completed, to a position at which holding or en route obstacle clearance criteria 
apply. 

Interstate air commerce means the carriage by aircraft of persons or property for compensation or hire, or 
the carriage of mail by aircraft, or the operation or navigation of aircraft in the conduct or furtherance of a 
business or vocation, in commerce between a place in any State of the United States, or the District of 
Columbia, and a place in any other State of the United States, or the District of Columbia; or between 
places in the same State of the United States through the airspace over any place outside thereof; or 
between places in the same territory or possession of the United States, or the District of Columbia. 

Interstate air transportation means the carriage by aircraft of persons or property as a common carrier for 
compensation or hire, or the carriage of mail by aircraft in commerce: 

(1) Between a place in a State or the District of Columbia and another place in another State or the District 
of Columbia; 

(2) Between places in the same State through the airspace over any place outside that State; or 

(3) Between places in the same possession of the United States; 

Whether that commerce moves wholly by aircraft of partly by aircraft and partly by other forms of 
transportation. 

Intrastate air transportation means the carriage of persons or property as a common carrier for 
compensation or hire, by turbojet-powered aircraft capable of carrying thirty or more persons, wholly 
within the same State of the United States. 

Kite means a framework, covered with paper, cloth, metal, or other material, intended to be flown at the 
end of a rope or cable, and having as its only support the force of the wind moving past its surfaces. 

Landing gear extended speed means the maximum speed at which an aircraft can be safely flown with the 
landing gear extended. 

Landing gear operating speed means the maximum speed at which the landing gear can be safely extended 
or retracted. 

Large aircraft means aircraft of more than 12,500 pounds, maximum certificated takeoff weight. 
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where: 

w=average surface loading (as specified in figure A.5) 

E=ratio of elevator (or rudder) chord to total stabilizer and elevator (or fin and 
rudder) chord. 

d′=ratio of distance of center of pressure of a unit spanwise length of combined 
stabilizer and elevator (or fin and rudder) measured from stabilizer (or fin) leading 
edge to the local chord. Sign convention is positive when center of pressure is 
behind leading edge. 

c=local chord. 

Note: Positive values of w, P1and P2are all measured in the same direction. 

[Doc. No. 4080, 29 FR 17955, Dec. 18, 1964, as amended by Amdt. 23–7, 34 FR 13097, 
Aug. 13, 1969; 34 FR 14727, Sept. 24, 1969; Amdt. 23–16, 40 FR 2577, Jan. 14, 1975; 
Amdt. 23–28, 47 FR 13315, Mar. 29, 1982; Amdt. 23–48, 61 FR 5149, Feb. 9, 1996] 
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Appendix C to Part 23—Basic Landing Conditions 

[C23.1 Basic landing conditions ] 

Tail wheel type Nose wheel type 

Condition Level 
landing 

Tail-down 
landing 

Level landing 
with inclined 

reactions 

Level landing 
with nose wheel 

just clear of 
ground 

Tail-down 
landing 

Reference 
section 

23.479(a)(1) 23.481(a)(1) 23.479(a)(2)(i) 23.479(a)(2)(ii) 
23.481(a)(2) 
and (b). 

Vertical 
component at 
c. g 

nW  nW  nW  nW  nW . 

Fore and aft 
component at 
c. g 

KnW  0 KnW  KnW  0. 

Lateral 
component in 
either 
direction at c. 
g 

0 0 0 0 0. 

Shock 
absorber 
extension 
(hydraulic 
shock 
absorber) 

Note (2) Note (2) Note (2) Note (2) Note (2). 

Shock 
absorber 
deflection 
(rubber or 
spring shock 
absorber), 
percent 

100 100 100 100 100. 

Tire 
deflection 

Static Static Static Static Static. 

Main wheel 
loads (both 
wheels) ( Vr ) 

( n-L ) W  ( n-L ) W b/d ( n-L ) W a′/d′ ( n-L ) W  ( n-L ) W.  

Main wheel 
loads (both 
wheels) ( Dr  

KnW  0 KnW a′/d′ KnW  0. 
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Tail wheel type Nose wheel type 

Condition Level 
landing 

Tail-down 
landing 

Level landing 
with inclined 

reactions 

Level landing 
with nose wheel 

just clear of 
ground 

Tail-down 
landing 

  0 
( n-L ) W 
a/d 

( n-L ) W b′/d′ 0 0. 

Tail (nose) 
wheel loads ( 
Df ) 

0 0 KnW b′/d′ 0 0. 

Notes 
(1), (3), and 
(4) 

(4) (1) (1), (3), and (4) (3) and (4). 

Note (1). K may be determined as follows: K =0.25 for W =3,000 pounds or less; K =0.33 
for W =6,000 pounds or greater, with linear variation of K between these weights. 

Note (2). For the purpose of design, the maximum load factor is assumed to occur 
throughout the shock absorber stroke from 25 percent deflection to 100 percent deflection 
unless otherwise shown and the load factor must be used with whatever shock absorber 
extension is most critical for each element of the landing gear. 

Note (3). Unbalanced moments must be balanced by a rational or conservative method. 

Note (4). L is defined in §23.725(b). 

Note (5). n is the limit inertia load factor, at the c.g. of the airplane, selected under 
§23.473 (d), (f), and (g). 
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Appendix C to Part 147—Airframe Curriculum Subjects 

This appendix lists the subjects required in at least 750 hours of each airframe 
curriculum, in addition to at least 400 hours in general curriculum subjects. 

The number in parentheses before each item listed under each subject heading indicates 
the level of proficiency at which that item must be taught. 



I. Airframe Structures 

Teaching 
level    

a. wood structures 
(1)   1. Service and repair wood structures. 
(1)   2. Identify wood defects. 
(1)   3. Inspect wood structures. 

b. aircraft covering 
(1)   4. Select and apply fabric and fiberglass covering materials. 
(1)   5. Inspect, test, and repair fabric and fiberglass. 

c. aircraft finishes 
(1)   6. Apply trim, letters, and touchup paint. 
(2)   7. Identify and select aircraft finishing materials. 
(2)   8. Apply finishing materials. 
(2)   9. Inspect finishes and identify defects. 

d. sheet metal and non-metallic structures 

(2)   10. Select, install, and remove special fasteners for metallic, bonded, and composite 
structures. 

(2)   11. Inspect bonded structures. 

(2)   12. Inspect, test, and repair fiberglass, plastics, honeycomb, composite, and laminated 
primary and secondary structures. 

(2)   13. Inspect, check, service, and repair windows, doors, and interior furnishings. 
(3)   14. Inspect and repair sheet-metal structures. 
(3)   15. Install conventional rivets. 
(3)   16. Form, lay out, and bend sheet metal. 

e. welding 
(1)   17. Weld magnesium and titanium. 
(1)   18. Solder stainless steel. 
(1)   19. Fabricate tubular structures. 
(2)   20. Solder, braze, gas-weld, and arc-weld steel. 
(1)   21. Weld aluminum and stainless steel. 

f. assembly and rigging 
(1)   22. Rig rotary-wing aircraft. 
(2)   23. Rig fixed-wing aircraft. 
(2)   24. Check alignment of structures. 
(3)   25. Assemble aircraft components, including flight control surfaces. 
(3)   26. Balance, rig, and inspect movable primary and secondary flight control surfaces. 
(3)   27. Jack aircraft. 

g. airframe inspection 
(3)   28. Perform airframe conformity and airworthiness inspections. 

 



II. Airframe Systems and Components 

Teaching 
level    

a. aircraft landing gear systems 

(3)   29. Inspect, check, service, and repair landing gear, retraction systems, shock struts, brakes, 
wheels, tires, and steering systems. 

b. hydraulic and pneumatic power systems 
(2)   30. Repair hydraulic and pneumatic power systems components. 
(3)   31. Identify and select hydraulic fluids. 
(3)   32. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair hydraulic and pneumatic power systems. 

c. cabin atmosphere control systems 

(1)   33. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair heating, cooling, air conditioning, 
pressurization systems, and air cycle machines. 

(1)   34. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair heating, cooling, air-conditioning, and 
pressurization systems. 

(2)   35. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service and repair oxygen systems. 
d. aircraft instrument systems 

(1)   
36. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair electronic flight instrument systems and 
both mechanical and electrical heading, speed, altitude, temperature, pressure, and position 
indicating systems to include the use of built-in test equipment. 

(2)   37. Install instruments and perform a static pressure system leak test. 
e. communication and navigation systems 

(1)   38. Inspect, check, and troubleshoot autopilot, servos and approach coupling systems. 

(1)   
39. Inspect, check, and service aircraft electronic communication and navigation systems, 
including VHF passenger address interphones and static discharge devices, aircraft VOR, ILS, 
Radar beacon transponders, flight management computers, and GPWS. 

(2)   40. Inspect and repair antenna and electronic equipment installations. 
f. aircraft fuel systems 

(1)   41. Check and service fuel dump systems. 
(1)   42. Perform fuel management transfer, and defueling. 
(1)   43. Inspect, check, and repair pressure fueling systems. 
(2)   44. Repair aircraft fuel system components. 
(2)   45. Inspect and repair fluid quantity indicating systems. 
(2)   46. Troubleshoot, service, and repair fluid pressure and temperature warning systems. 
(3)   47. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair aircraft fuel systems. 

g. aircraft electrical systems 

(2)   48. Repair and inspect aircraft electrical system components; crimp and splice wiring to 
manufacturers' specifications; and repair pins and sockets of aircraft connectors. 

(3)   49. Install, check, and service airframe electrical wiring, controls, switches, indicators, and 
protective devices. 

(3)   50.a. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair alternating and direct current electrical 
systems. 

(1)   50.b. Inspect, check, and troubleshoot constant speed and integrated speed drive generators. 
h. position and warning systems 



Teaching 
level    

(2)   51. Inspect, check, and service speed and configuration warning systems, electrical brake 
controls, and anti-skid systems. 

(3)   52. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, and service landing gear position indicating and warning 
systems. 

i. ice and rain control systems 
(2)   53. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair airframe ice and rain control systems. 

j. fire protection systems 
(1)   54. Inspect, check, and service smoke and carbon monoxide detection systems. 

(3)   55. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair aircraft fire detection and extinguishing 
systems. 

[Amdt. 147-2, 35 FR 5535, Apr. 3, 1970, as amended by Amdt. 147-5, 57 FR 28960, 
June 29, 1992; Docket FAA-2017-0733, Amdt. 147-8, 82 FR 34399, July 25, 2017] 



Appendix D to Part 147—Powerplant Curriculum Subjects 

This appendix lists the subjects required in at least 750 hours of each powerplant 
curriculum, in addition to at least 400 hours in general curriculum subjects. 

The number in parentheses before each item listed under each subject heading indicates 
the level of proficiency at which that item must be taught. 

I. Powerplant Theory and Maintenance 

Teaching level    
a. reciprocating engines 

(1)   1. Inspect and repair a radial engine. 
(2)   2. Overhaul reciprocating engine. 
(3)   3. Inspect, check, service, and repair reciprocating engines and engine installations. 
(3)   4. Install, troubleshoot, and remove reciprocating engines. 

b. turbine engines 
(2)   5. Overhaul turbine engine. 
(3)   6. Inspect, check, service, and repair turbine engines and turbine engine installations. 
(3)   7. Install, troubleshoot, and remove turbine engines. 

c. engine inspection 
(3)   8. Perform powerplant conformity and air worthiness inspections. 

II. Powerplant Systems and Components 

Teaching 
level    

a. engine instrument systems 

(2)   9. Troubleshoot, service, and repair electrical and mechanical fluid rate-of-flow indicating 
systems. 

(3)   10. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair electrical and mechanical engine 
temperature, pressure, and r.p.m. indicating systems. 

b. engine fire protection systems 

(3)   11. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair engine fire detection and extinguishing 
systems. 

c. engine electrical systems 
(2)   12. Repair engine electrical system components. 

(3)   13. Install, check, and service engine electrical wiring, controls, switches, indicators, and 
protective devices. 

d. lubrication systems 
(2)   14. Identify and select lubricants. 
(2)   15. Repair engine lubrication system components. 
(3)   16. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair engine lubrication systems. 



Teaching 
level    

e. ignition and starting systems 
(2)   17. Overhaul magneto and ignition harness. 

(2)   18. Inspect, service, troubleshoot, and repair reciprocating and turbine engine ignition 
systems and components. 

(3)   19.a. Inspect, service, troubleshoot, and repair turbine engine electrical starting systems. 
(1)   19.b. Inspect, service, and troubleshoot turbine engine pneumatic starting systems. 

f. fuel metering systems 

(1)   20. Troubleshoot and adjust turbine engine fuel metering systems and electronic engine 
fuel controls. 

(2)   21. Overhaul carburetor. 
(2)   22. Repair engine fuel metering system components. 

(3)   23. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair reciprocating and turbine engine fuel 
metering systems. 

g. engine fuel systems 
(2)   24. Repair engine fuel system components. 
(3)   25. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot, and repair engine fuel systems. 

h. induction and engine airflow systems 
(2)   26. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair engine ice and rain control systems. 

(1)   27. Inspect, check, service, troubleshoot and repair heat exchangers, superchargers, and 
turbine engine airflow and temperature control systems. 

(3)   28. Inspect, check, service, and repair carburetor air intake and induction manifolds. 
i. engine cooling systems 

(2)   29. Repair engine cooling system components. 
(3)   30. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair engine cooling systems. 

j. engine exhaust and reverser systems 
(2)   31. Repair engine exhaust system components. 
(3)   32.a. Inspect, check, troubleshoot, service, and repair engine exhaust systems. 
(1)   32.b. Troubleshoot and repair engine thrust reverser systems and related components. 

k. propellers 
(1)   33. Inspect, check, service, and repair propeller synchronizing and ice control systems. 
(2)   34. Identify and select propeller lubricants. 
(1)   35. Balance propellers. 
(2)   36. Repair propeller control system components. 

(3)   37. Inspect, check, service, and repair fixed-pitch, constant-speed, and feathering 
propellers, and propeller governing systems. 

(3)   38. Install, troubleshoot, and remove propellers. 
(3)   39. Repair aluminum alloy propeller blades. 

l. unducted fans 
(1)   40. Inspect and troubleshoot unducted fan systems and components. 

m. auxiliary power units 
(1)   41. Inspect, check, service, and troubleshoot turbine-driven auxiliary power units. 



(Sec. 6(c), Dept. of Transportation Act; 49 U.S.C. 1655(c)) 

[Amdt. 147–2, 35 FR 5535, Apr. 3, 1970, as amended by Amdt. 147–5, 57 FR 28961, 
June 29, 1992] 
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Subpart A—General 

§ 183.1   Scope. 

This part describes the requirements for designating private persons to act as 
representatives of the Administrator in examining, inspecting, and testing persons and 
aircraft for the purpose of issuing airman, operating, and aircraft certificates. In addition, 
this part states the privileges of those representatives and prescribes rules for the 
exercising of those privileges, as follows: 

(a) An individual may be designated as a representative of the Administrator under 
subparts B or C of this part. 

(b) An organization may be designated as a representative of the Administrator by 
obtaining an Organization Designation Authorization under subpart D of this part. 

[Doc. No. FAA–2003–16685, 70 FR 59946, Oct. 13, 2005] 



Subpart B—Certification of Representatives 

§ 183.11   Selection. 

 (a) The Federal Air Surgeon, or his or her authorized representatives within the 
FAA, may select Aviation Medical Examiners from qualified physicians who 
apply. In addition, the Federal Air Surgeon may designate qualified forensic 
pathologists to assist in the medical investigation of aircraft accidents. 

(b) Any local Flight Standards Inspector may select a pilot examiner, technical 
personnel examiner, or a designated aircraft maintenance inspector whenever he 
determines there is a need for one. 

(c) 
 
(1) The Aircraft Certification Service may select Designated Engineering 
Representatives from qualified persons who apply by a letter accompanied 
by a “Statement of Qualifications of Designated Engineering 
Representative.” 

(2) The Aircraft Certification Service may select Designated 
Manufacturing Inspection Representatives from qualified persons who 
apply by a letter accompanied by a “Statement of Qualifications of 
Designated Manufacturing Inspection Representative.” 

(d) The Associate Administrator for Air Traffic, may select Air Traffic Control 
Tower Operator Examiners. 

(e) The Aircraft Certification Service may select Designated Airworthiness 
Representatives from qualified persons who apply by a letter accompanied by a 
“Statement of Qualifications of Designated Airworthiness Representative.” 

(Approved by the Office of Management and Budget under control number 2120-
0035) 

(Secs. 313(a), 314, 601, 603, 605, and 1102, Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended 
(49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1355, 1421, 1423, 1425, and 1502); sec. 6(c) Department of 
Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c))) 

[Doc. No. 1151, 27 FR 4951, May 26, 1962, as amended by Amdt. 183-7, 45 FR 32669, 
May 19, 1980; Amdt. 183-8, 48 FR 16179, Apr. 14, 1983; Amdt. 183-9, 54 FR 39296, 
Sept. 25, 1989; Amdt. 183-13, 73 FR 43066, July 24, 2008; Docket FAA-2018-0119, 
Amdt. 183-17, 83 FR 9176, Mar. 5, 2018] 

§ 183.13   Certification. 



 (a) A “Certificate of Designation” and an appropriate Identification Card is 
issued to each Aviation Medical Examiner and to each forensic pathologist 
designated under §183.11(a). 

(b) A “Certificate of Authority” specifying the kinds of designation for which the 
person concerned is qualified and stating an expiration date is issued to each 
Flight Standards Designated Representative, along with a “Certificate of 
Designation” for display purposes, designating the holder as a Flight Standards 
Representative and specifying the kind of designation for which he is qualified. 

(c) A “Certificate of Authority,” stating the specific functions which the person 
concerned is authorized to perform and stating an expiration date, is issued to 
each Designated Airworthiness Representative, along with a “Certificate of 
Designation” for display purposes. 

(Secs. 601 and 602, 72 Stat. 752, 49 U.S.C. 1421–1422; secs. 313(a), 314, 601, 603, 605, 
and 1102, Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended (49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1355, 1421, 
1423, 1425, and 1502); sec. 6(c) Department of Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c))) 

[Doc. No. 1151, 27 FR 4951, May 26, 1962, as amended by Amdt. 183–2, 32 FR 46, Jan. 
5, 1967; Amdt. 183–8, 48 FR 16179, Apr. 14, 1983] 

§ 183.15   Duration of certificates. 

 (a) Unless sooner terminated under paragraph (b) of this section, a designation as 
an Aviation Medical Examiner or as a Flight Standards or Aircraft Certification 
Service Designated Representative as described in §§183.21, 183.23, 183.25, 
183.27, 183.29, 183.31, or 183.33 is effective until the expiration date shown on 
the document granting the authorization. 

(b) A designation made under this subpart terminates: 

(1) Upon the written request of the representative; 

(2) Upon the written request of the employer in any case in which the 
recommendation of the employer is required for the designation; 

(3) Upon the representative being separated from the employment of the 
employer who recommended him or her for certification; 

(4) Upon a finding by the Administrator that the representative has not 
properly performed his or her duties under the designation; 

(5) Upon the assistance of the representative being no longer needed by the 
Administrator; or 



(6) For any reason the Administrator considers appropriate. 

[Doc. No. FAA–2007–27812, 73 FR 43066, July 24, 2008] 

§ 183.17   Reports. 

Each representative designated under this part shall make such reports as are prescribed 
by the Administrator. 



Subpart C—Kinds of Designations: Privileges 

§ 183.21   Aviation Medical Examiners. 

Change Date: January 12, 2016  
Effective Date: April 1, 2016 
Source: Amdt. 183–15, 81 FR 1307 

An Aviation Medical Examiner may— 

(a) Accept applications for physical examinations necessary for issuing medical 
certificates under part 67 of this chapter; 

(b) Under the general supervision of the Federal Air Surgeon or the appropriate 
senior regional flight surgeon, conduct those physical examinations; 

(c) Issue or deny medical certificates in accordance with part 67 of this chapter, subject to 
reconsideration by the Federal Air Surgeon or his or her authorized representatives within 
the FAA; and  

(d) [Reserved.] 

(e) As requested, participate in investigating aircraft accidents. 

(Secs. 601 and 602, 72 Stat. 752, 49 U.S.C. 1421–1422) 

[Doc. No. 1151, 27 FR 4951, May 26, 1962, as amended by Amdt. 183–2, 32 FR 46, Jan. 
5, 1967; Amdt. 183–5, 38 FR 12203, May 10, 1973] 

§ 183.23   Pilot examiners. 

Any pilot examiner, instrument rating examiner, or airline transport pilot examiner 
may— 

(a) As authorized in his designation, accept applications for flight tests necessary 
for issuing pilot certificates and ratings under this chapter; 

(b) Under the general supervision of the appropriate local Flight Standards 
Inspector, conduct those tests; and 

(c) In the discretion of the appropriate local Flight Standards Inspector, issue 
temporary pilot certificates and ratings to qualified applicants. 

§ 183.25   Technical personnel examiners. 

 (a) A designated mechanic examiner (DME) (airframe and power plant) may— 



(1) Accept applications for, and conduct, mechanic, oral and practical tests 
necessary for issuing mechanic certificates under part 65 of this chapter; 
and 

(2) In the discretion of the appropriate local Flight Standards Inspector, 
issue temporary mechanic certificates to qualified applicants. 

(b) A designated parachute rigger examiner (DPRE) may— 

(1) Accept applications for, and conduct, oral and practical tests necessary 
for issuing parachute rigger certificates under part 65 of this chapter; and 

(2) In the discretion of the appropriate local Flight Standards Inspector, 
issue temporary parachute rigger certificates to qualified applicants. 

(c) An air traffic control tower operator examiner may— 

(1) Accept applications for, and conduct, written and practical tests 
necessary for issuing control tower operator certificates under part 65 of 
this chapter; and 

(2) In the discretion of the Associate Administrator for Air Traffic issue 
temporary control tower operator certificates to qualified applicants. 

(d) A designated flight engineer examiner (DFEE) may— 

(1) Accept applications for, and conduct, oral and practical tests necessary 
for issuing flight engineer certificates under part 63 of this chapter; and 

(2) In the discretion of the appropriate local Flight Standards Inspector, 
issue temporary flight engineer certificates to qualified applicants. 

(e) A designated flight navigator examiner (DFNE) may— 

(1) Accept applications for, and conduct, oral and practical tests necessary 
for issuing flight navigator certificates under part 63 of this chapter; and 

(2) In the discretion of the appropriate local Flight Standards Inspector, 
issue temporary flight navigator certificates to qualified applicants. 

(f) A designated aircraft dispatcher examiner (DADE) may— 

(1) Accept applications for, and conduct, written and practical tests 
necessary for issuing aircraft dispatcher certificates under part 65 of this 
chapter; and 



(2) In the discretion of the appropriate local Flight Standards Inspector, 
issue temporary aircraft dispatcher certificates to qualified applicants. 

[Doc. No. 1151, 27 FR 4951, May 26, 1962, as amended by Amdt. 183–9, 54 FR 39296, 
Sept. 25, 1989] 

§ 183.27   Designated aircraft maintenance inspectors. 

A designated aircraft maintenance inspector (DAMI) may approve maintenance on civil 
aircraft used by United States military flying clubs in foreign countries. 

§ 183.29   Designated engineering representatives. 

 (a) A structural engineering representative may approve structural engineering 
information and other structural considerations within limits prescribed by and 
under the general supervision of the Administrator, whenever the representative 
determines that information and other structural considerations comply with the 
applicable regulations of this chapter. 

(b) A power plant engineering representative may approve information relating to 
power plant installations within limitations prescribed by and under the general 
supervision of the Administrator whenever the representative determines that 
information complies with the applicable regulations of this chapter. 

(c) A systems and equipment engineering representative may approve engineering 
information relating to equipment and systems, other than those of a structural, 
powerplant, or radio nature, within limits prescribed by and under the general 
supervision of the Administrator, whenever the representative determines that 
information complies with the applicable regulations of this chapter. 

(d) A radio engineering representative may approve engineering information 
relating to the design and operating characteristics of radio equipment, within 
limits prescribed by and under the general supervision of the Administrator 
whenever the representative determines that information complies with the 
applicable regulations of this chapter. 

(e) An engine engineering representative may approve engineering information 
relating to engine design, operation and service, within limits prescribed by and 
under the general supervision of the Administrator, whenever the representative 
determines that information complies with the applicable regulations of this 
chapter. 

(f) A propeller engineering representative may approve engineering information 
relating to propeller design, operation, and maintenance, within limits prescribed 
by and under the general supervision of the Administrator whenever the 



representative determines that information complies with the applicable 
regulations of this chapter. 

(g) A flight analyst representative may approve flight test information, within 
limits prescribed by and under the general supervision of the Administrator, 
whenever the representative determines that information complies with the 
applicable regulations of this chapter. 

(h) A flight test pilot representative may make flight tests, and prepare and 
approve flight test information relating to compliance with the regulations of this 
chapter, within limits prescribed by and under the general supervision of the 
Administrator. 

(i) An acoustical engineering representative may witness and approve aircraft 
noise certification tests and approve measured noise data and evaluated noise data 
analyses, within the limits prescribed by, and under the general supervision of, the 
Administrator, whenever the representative determines that the noise test, test 
data, and associated analyses are in conformity with the applicable regulations of 
this chapter. Those regulations include, where appropriate, the methodologies and 
any equivalencies previously approved by the Director of Environment and 
Energy, for that noise test series. No designated acoustical engineering 
representative may determine that a type design change is not an acoustical 
change, or approve equivalencies to prescribed noise procedures or standards. 

[Doc. No. 1151, 27 FR 4951, May 26, 1962, as amended by Amdt. 183–7, 45 FR 32669, 
May 19, 1980; Amdt. 183–9, 54 FR 39296, Sept. 25, 1989] 

§ 183.31   Designated manufacturing inspection representatives. 

A designated manufacturing inspection representative (DMIR) may, within limits 
prescribed by, and under the general supervision of, the Administrator, do the following: 

(a) Issue— 

(1) Original airworthiness certificates for aircraft and airworthiness approvals for 
engines, propellers, and product parts that conform to the approved design 
requirements and are in a condition for safe operation; 

(2) Export certificates of airworthiness and airworthiness approval tags in 
accordance with subpart L of part 21 of this chapter; 

(3) Experimental certificates for aircraft for which the manufacturer holds the 
type certificate and which have undergone changes to the type design requiring a 
flight test; and 

(4) Special flight permits to export aircraft. 



(b) Conduct any inspections that may be necessary to determine that— 

(1) Prototype products and related parts conform to design specifications; and 

(2) Production products and related parts conform to the approved type design and 
are in condition for safe operation. 

(c) Perform functions authorized by this section for the manufacturer, or the 
manufacturer's supplier, at any location authorized by the FAA. 

[Doc. No. 16622, 45 FR 1416, Jan. 7, 1980] 

§ 183.33   Designated Airworthiness Representative. 

A Designated Airworthiness Representative (DAR) may, within limits prescribed by and 
under the general supervision of the Administrator, do the following: 

(a) Perform examination, inspection, and testing services necessary to issue, and to 
determine the continuing effectiveness of, certificates, including issuing certificates, as 
authorized by the Executive Director, Flight Standards Service in the area of maintenance 
or as authorized by the Executive Director, Aircraft Certification Service in the areas of 
manufacturing and engineering. 

(b) Charge a fee for his or her services. 

(c) Perform authorized functions at any authorized location. 

(Secs. 313(a), 314, 601, 603, 605, and 1102, Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended 
(49 U.S.C. 1354(a), 1355, 1421, 1423, 1425, and 1502); sec.6(c) Department of 
Transportation Act (49 U.S.C. 1655(c))) 

[Doc. No. 23140, 48 FR 16179, Apr. 14, 1983, as amended by Amdt. 183-9, 54 FR 
39296, Sept. 25, 1989; Amdt. 183-11, 67 FR 72766, Dec. 6, 2002; Docket FAA-2018-
0119, Amdt. 183-17, 83 FR 9176, Mar. 5, 2018] 



Subpart D—Organization Designation Authorization 

Source:   Doc. No. FAA–2003–16685, 70 FR 59947, Oct. 13, 2005, unless otherwise noted. 

§ 183.41   Applicability and definitions. 

 (a) This subpart contains the procedures required to obtain an Organization 
Designation Authorization, which allows an organization to perform specified 
functions on behalf of the Administrator related to engineering, manufacturing, 
operations, airworthiness, or maintenance. 

(b) Definitions. For the purposes of this subpart: 

Organization Designation Authorization (ODA) means the authorization to 
perform approved functions on behalf of the Administrator. 

ODA Holder means the organization that obtains the authorization from the 
Administrator, as identified in a Letter of Designation. 

ODA Unit means an identifiable group of two or more individuals within the 
ODA Holder's organization that performs the authorized functions. 

§ 183.43   Application. 

An application for an ODA may be submitted after November 14, 2006. An application 
for an ODA must be submitted in a form and manner prescribed by the Administrator and 
must include the following: 

(a) A description of the functions for which authorization is requested. 

(b) A description of how the applicant satisfies the requirements of §183.47 of 
this part; 

(c) A description of the applicant's organizational structure, including a 
description of the proposed ODA Unit as it relates to the applicant's 
organizational structure; and 

(d) A proposed procedures manual as described in §183.53 of this part. 

§ 183.45   Issuance of Organization Designation Authorizations. 

 (a) The Administrator may issue an ODA Letter of Designation if: 

(1) The applicant meets the applicable requirements of this subpart; and 

(2) A need exists for a delegation of the function. 



(b) An ODA Holder must apply to and obtain approval from the Administrator for 
any proposed changes to the functions or limitations described in the ODA 
Holder's authorization. 

§ 183.47   Qualifications. 

To qualify for consideration as an ODA, the applicant must— 

(a) Have sufficient facilities, resources, and personnel, to perform the functions 
for which authorization is requested; 

(b) Have sufficient experience with FAA requirements, processes, and procedures 
to perform the functions for which authorization is requested; and 

(c) Have sufficient, relevant experience to perform the functions for which 
authorization is requested. 

§ 183.49   Authorized functions. 

 (a) Consistent with an ODA Holder's qualifications, the Administrator may 
delegate any function determined appropriate under 49 U.S.C. 44702(d). 

(b) Under the general supervision of the Administrator, an ODA Unit may 
perform only those functions, and is subject to the limitations, listed in the ODA 
Holder's procedures manual. 

§ 183.51   ODA Unit personnel. 

Each ODA Holder must have within its ODA Unit— 

(a) At least one qualified ODA administrator; and either 

(b) A staff consisting of the engineering, flight test, inspection, or maintenance 
personnel needed to perform the functions authorized. Staff members must have 
the experience and expertise to find compliance, determine conformity, determine 
airworthiness, issue certificates or issue approvals; or 

(c) A staff consisting of operations personnel who have the experience and 
expertise to find compliance with the regulations governing the issuance of pilot, 
crew member, or operating certificates, authorizations, or endorsements as needed 
to perform the functions authorized. 

§ 183.53   Procedures manual. 

No ODA Letter of Designation may be issued before the Administrator approves an 
applicant's procedures manual. The approved manual must: 



(a) Be available to each member of the ODA Unit; 

(b) Include a description of those changes to the manual or procedures that may 
be made by the ODA Holder. All other changes to the manual or procedures must 
be approved by the Administrator before they are implemented. 

(c) Contain the following: 

(1) The authorized functions and limitations, including the products, 
certificates, and ratings; 

(2) The procedures for performing the authorized functions; 

(3) Description of the ODA Holder's and the ODA Unit's organizational 
structure and responsibilities; 

(4) A description of the facilities at which the authorized functions are 
performed; 

(5) A process and a procedure for periodic audit by the ODA Holder of the 
ODA Unit and its procedures; 

(6) The procedures outlining actions required based on audit results, 
including documentation of all corrective actions; 

(7) The procedures for communicating with the appropriate FAA offices 
regarding administration of the delegation authorization; 

(8) The procedures for acquiring and maintaining regulatory guidance 
material associated with each authorized function; 

(9) The training requirements for ODA Unit personnel; 

(10) For authorized functions, the procedures and requirements related to 
maintaining and submitting records; 

(11) A description of each ODA Unit position, and the knowledge and 
experience required for each position; 

(12) The procedures for appointing ODA Unit members and the means of 
documenting Unit membership, as required under §183.61(a)(4) of this 
part; 

(13) The procedures for performing the activities required by §183.63 or 
§183.65 of this part; 



(14) The procedures for revising the manual, pursuant to the limitations of 
paragraph (b) of this section; and 

(15) Any other information required by the Administrator necessary to 
supervise the ODA Holder in the performance of its authorized functions. 

§ 183.55   Limitations. 

 (a) If any change occurs that may affect an ODA Unit's qualifications or ability to 
perform a function (such as a change in the location of facilities, resources, 
personnel or the organizational structure), no Unit member may perform that 
function until the Administrator is notified of the change, and the change is 
approved and appropriately documented as required by the procedures manual. 

(b) No ODA Unit member may issue a certificate, authorization, or other approval 
until any findings reserved for the Administrator have been made. 

(c) An ODA Holder is subject to any other limitations as specified by the 
Administrator. 

§ 183.57   Responsibilities of an ODA Holder. 

The ODA Holder must— 

(a) Comply with the procedures contained in its approved procedures manual; 

(b) Give ODA Unit members sufficient authority to perform the authorized 
functions; 

(c) Ensure that no conflicting non-ODA Unit duties or other interference affects 
the performance of authorized functions by ODA Unit members. 

(d) Cooperate with the Administrator in his performance of oversight of the ODA 
Holder and the ODA Unit. 

(e) Notify the Administrator of any change that could affect the ODA Holder's 
ability to continue to meet the requirements of this part within 48 hours of the 
change occurring. 

§ 183.59   Inspection. 

The Administrator, at any time and for any reason, may inspect an ODA Holder's or 
applicant's facilities, products, components, parts, appliances, procedures, operations, and 
records associated with the authorized or requested functions. 

§ 183.61   Records and reports. 



 (a) Each ODA Holder must ensure that the following records are maintained for 
the duration of the authorization: 

(1) [Reserved] 

(2) For any approval or certificate issued by an ODA Unit member (except 
those airworthiness certificates and approvals not issued in support of type 
design approval projects): 

(i) The application and data required to be submitted under this 
chapter to obtain the certificate or approval; and 

(ii) The data and records documenting the ODA Unit member's 
approval or determination of compliance. 

(3) A list of the products, components, parts, or appliances for which ODA 
Unit members have issued a certificate or approval. 

(4) The names, responsibilities, qualifications and example signature of 
each member of the ODA Unit who performs an authorized function. 

(5) A copy of each manual approved or accepted by the ODA Unit, 
including all historical changes. 

(6) Training records for ODA Unit members and ODA administrators. 

(7) Any other records specified in the ODA Holder's procedures manual. 

(8) The procedures manual required under §183.53 of this part, including 
all changes. 

(b) Each ODA Holder must ensure that the following are maintained for five 
years: 

(1) A record of each periodic audit and any corrective actions resulting 
from them; and 

(2) A record of any reported service difficulties associated with approvals 
or certificates issued by an ODA Unit member. 

(c) For airworthiness certificates and approvals not issued in support of a type 
design approval project, each ODA Holder must ensure the following are 
maintained for two years; 

(1) The application and data required to be submitted under this chapter to 
obtain the certificate or approval; and 



(2) The data and records documenting the ODA Unit member's approval 
or determination of compliance. 

(d) For all records required by this section to be maintained, each ODA Holder 
must: 

(1) Ensure that the records and data are available to the Administrator for 
inspection at any time; 

(2) Submit all records and data to the Administrator upon surrender or 
termination of the authorization. 

(e) Each ODA Holder must compile and submit any report required by the 
Administrator to exercise his supervision of the ODA Holder. 

[Doc. No. FAA–2003–16685, 70 FR 59947, Oct. 13, 2005, as amended by Amdt. 183–
14, 76 FR 8893, Feb. 16, 2011] 

§ 183.63   Continuing requirements: Products, parts or appliances. 

For any approval or certificate for a product, part or appliance issued under the authority 
of this subpart, an ODA Holder must: 

(a) Monitor reported service problems related to certificates or approvals it holds; 

(b) Notify the Administrator of: 

(1) A condition in a product, part or appliance that could result in a finding 
of unsafe condition by the Administrator; or 

(2) A product, part or appliance not meeting the applicable airworthiness 
requirements for which the ODA Holder has obtained or issued a 
certificate or approval. 

(c) Investigate any suspected unsafe condition or finding of noncompliance with 
the airworthiness requirements for any product, part or appliance, as required by 
the Administrator, and report to the Administrator the results of the investigation 
and any action taken or proposed. 

(d) Submit to the Administrator the information necessary to implement 
corrective action needed for safe operation of the product, part or appliance. 

[Doc. No. FAA–2003–16685, 70 FR 59947, Oct. 13, 2005, as amended by Amdt. 183–
14, 76 FR 8893, Feb. 16, 2011] 

§ 183.65   Continuing requirements: Operational approvals. 



For any operational authorization, airman certificate, air carrier certificate, air operator 
certificate, or air agency certificate issued under the authority of this subpart, an ODA 
Holder must: 

(a) Notify the Administrator of any error that the ODA Holder finds it made in 
issuing an authorization or certificate; 

(b) Notify the Administrator of any authorization or certificate that the ODA 
Holder finds it issued to an applicant not meeting the applicable requirements; 

(c) When required by the Administrator, investigate any problem concerning the 
issuance of an authorization or certificate; and 

(d) When notified by the Administrator, suspend issuance of similar 
authorizations or certificates until the ODA Holder implements all corrective 
action required by the Administrator. 

§ 183.67   Transferability and duration. 

 (a) An ODA is effective until the date shown on the Letter of Designation, unless 
sooner terminated by the Administrator. 

(b) No ODA may be transferred at any time. 

(c) The Administrator may terminate or temporarily suspend an ODA for any 
reason, including that the ODA Holder: 

(1) Has requested in writing that the authorization be suspended or 
terminated; 

(2) Has not properly performed its duties; 

(3) Is no longer needed; or 

(4) No longer meets the qualifications required to perform authorized 
functions. 
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AC No: 39-7D 
Change:  

1. PURPOSE. This advisory circular (AC) provides guidance and information to owners and 
operators of aircraft concerning their responsibility for complying with Airworthiness Directives 
(AD) and recording AD compliance in the appropriate maintenance records. 

2. CANCELLATION. This AC cancels AC 39-7C, ADs, dated November 16, 1995. 

3. RELATED REGULATIONS. Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR): 

• Part 39, Airworthiness Directives, 
• Part 43, Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance, Rebuilding, and Alteration, 

• Section 43.9, Content, Form, and Disposition of Maintenance, Preventive 
Maintenance, Rebuilding, and Alteration Records (except inspections performed in 
accordance with part 91, part 125, § 135.411(a)(1), and § 135.419 of this chapter), 
and 

• Section 43.11, Content, Form, and Disposition of Records for Inspections Conducted 
Under Parts 91 and 125 and §§ 135.411(a)(1) and 135.419 of This Chapter; 

• Part 91, General Operating and Flight Rules, 

• Section 91.403, General, 
• Section 91.417, Maintenance Records, and 
• Section 91.419, Transfer of Maintenance Records. 

4. RELATED READING MATERIAL (current editions). 

• FAA-IR-M-8040.1, Airworthiness Directives Manual, and  
• FAA Order 8110.103, Alternative Methods of Compliance (AMOC). 

5. BACKGROUND. The authority for the role of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
regarding the promotion of safe flight for civil aircraft may be found in Title 49 of the United 
State Code (49 U.S.C.) § 44701 et. seq. (formerly, Title VI of the Federal Aviation Act of 1958 
and related statutes). Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 44709(a), the Administrator of the FAA may 
reinspect and reexamine, at any time, a civil aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance. One 
way the FAA has implemented its authority is through part 39. Pursuant to its authority, the FAA 
issues ADs when an unsafe condition exists in a product (aircraft, aircraft engine, propeller, or 
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the owner’s agent, a notarized letter from the aircraft’s registered owner authorizing the agent to 
act on the owner’s behalf is required. 

(c)  Signature.  The person whose name appears in the “Name and Title” block 
should sign the signature block. 

d.  Section IV, Inspection Agency Verification.  You should only complete this section 
for standard airworthiness applications of used aircraft or surplus U.S. military aircraft.  
To qualify for a standard airworthiness certificate, you must show the aircraft conforms to 
a type design approved under a TC or an STC.  All applicable ADs must also be in compliance.  
The aircraft must be inspected and found airworthy by one of four methods (refer to 
paragraph (1)(a) through (1)(d) of this section).  Finally, the responsible person at the inspection 
agency will date and sign this block (refer to 14 CFR § 21.183(d), Used aircraft and surplus 
aircraft of the U.S. Armed Forces). 

(1)  Boxes.  You should mark the applicable box and provide a certificate number or 
aircraft manufacturer name or firm in the corresponding block. 

(a)  14 CFR part 121 Certificate Holder.  You should mark this box and enter the 
certificate number (block 2) when the aircraft has been inspected and found airworthy by a 
part 121 certificate holder. 

(b)  Certificated Mechanic.  You should mark this box and enter the 
certificate number (block 3) when the aircraft has been inspected and found airworthy by a 
certificated mechanic. 

(c)  Certificated Repair Station.  You should mark this box and enter the 
certificate number (block 6) when the aircraft has been inspected and found airworthy by a 
mechanic at a certificated repair station.  In the case of used aircraft and surplus aircraft of the 
U.S. Armed Forces, the FAA may accept a previously performed inspection in lieu of a 100-hour 
inspection.  In this circumstance the applicant should list the foreign repair station name and 
number (if applicable) in block 6.  Using permanent blue or black ink, the applicant should 
strike/draw a line through the title of block 5, initial the line-through, and provide a statement in 
block 5 that an equivalent inspection was performed. 

(d)  Aircraft Manufacturer.  You should mark this box and enter the manufacturer 
name (block 5) when the aircraft has been inspected and found airworthy by the manufacturer 
who holds the TC. 

(2)  Date.  You should enter the date the inspection agency attests to the verification 
statement.  You should enter the date in month/day/year format (for example, “02/09/2010”). 

(3)  Title.  The authorized person at the inspecting agency completes this portion.  The 
authorized person will print or type their full name in the space.  A full name may include first, 
middle initial as appropriate, and last name.  Titles may include mechanic, technician, inspector, 
manager, or director.  “John E. Doe, Avionics Technician” and “John Doe, Director of Quality 
Assurance” are some examples of a full name and title. 
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(4)  Signature.  The person whose name appears in the “Title” block should sign the 
signature block. 

e.  Section V, FAA Representative Certification.  This section will be completed by the 
FAA inspector or designee. 

f.  Section VI, Production Flight Testing.  You should complete this section if you are a 
manufacturer applying for a special flight permit with the purpose of flight testing production 
aircraft.  If you are a manufacturer producing fully assembled aircraft in the light-sport 
category, you should only complete items A and C.  Item B should be left blank (refer to 
14 CFR § 21.197(a)(3), Special flight permits). 

(1)  Item A, Manufacturer. 

(a)  Name.  You should enter the name of the manufacturer or legal name of 
the company. 

(b)  Address.  You should enter the company’s full physical address, which includes 
street address, city, state, and zip code. 

(2)  Item B, Production Basis. 

(a)  Production Certificate.  You should mark this box if the manufacturer holds a 
PC and has produced the aircraft under this certificate.  If the box is marked, a PC number should 
be entered in the block space. 

(b)  Type Certificate.  You should mark this box if this aircraft was produced under 
a TC and not a PC. 

(c)  Other.  This box should not be marked. 

(3)  Item C. 

(a)  Give Quantity of Certificates Required for Operating Needs.  For 
manufacturers in serial production (except LSA manufacturers), you may request more than 
one certificate per application submitted.  You should enter the quantity (in digits) of certificates 
needed for your operation.  For example, entering “4” requests four certificates for use during 
production flight tests that can be transferred from one aircraft to another.  However, for 
LSA production flight tests, permits are not transferable.  Because each LSA is individually 
issued a special flight permit, you should enter “1” for one certificate. 

(b)  Date of Application.  You should enter the current date as the special flight 
permit application date in the month/day/year format (for example, “02/09/2010”). 

(c)  Name and Title.  You should either print or type the full name and title.  A full 
name usually includes first name, a middle initial, and last name.  Titles may include owner, 
president, director, or authorized agent.  “John E. Doe, Owner” and “John Doe, Director of 
Quality Assurance” are some examples of a full name and title. 
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(d)  Signature.  The person whose name appears in the “Name and Title” block 
should sign this block. 

g.  Section VII, Special Flight Permit Purposes Other than Production Flight Test. 

(1)  Item A, Description of Aircraft.  Entries in this section should match the data 
recorded on the aircraft’s registration certificate and the aircraft’s ID plate as applicable. 

(a)  Registered Owner.  You should enter the name on the aircraft’s 
registration certificate. 

(b)  Address.  You should enter the owner’s address listed on the aircraft’s 
registration certificate. 

(c)  Builder.  You should enter the name of the manufacturer or builder as it appears 
on the aircraft’s ID plate. 

(d)  Model.  You should enter the model designation as shown on the aircraft’s 
ID plate. 

(e)  Serial Number.  You should enter the serial number as shown on the aircraft 
ID plate. 

(f)  Registration Mark.  You should enter the U.S. nationality designator letter “N” 
followed by the registration marks as shown on the aircraft registration certificate. 

(2)  Item B, Description of Flight. 

(a)  Customer Demonstration Flights.  You should mark this block if the special 
flight permit is for a customer demonstration flight. 

(b)  From.  You should enter the aircraft’s current location (for example, 
“Kansas City, Missouri”, or the airport identifier “MCI”). 

(c)  To.  You should enter the aircraft’s intended destination (for example, 
“Dallas, Texas”, or the airport identifier “DFW”). 

(d)  Via.  This block should contain the name(s) of an airport or city at some 
intermediate point(s) in the flight.  Entering “via” points provides a general direction of the flight 
route (refer to 14 CFR § 21.199(a)(2), Issue of special flight permits).  For example, a flight from 
“Kansas City, Missouri” (or “MCI”), to “Dallas, Texas” (or “DFW”), may be flown via 
“Wichita, Kansas” (or “ICT”), and “Oklahoma City, Oklahoma” (or “OKC”).  You should leave 
this block blank if there are no planned intermediate points. 

(e)  Departure Date.  You should enter the date the flight is planned using 
month/day/year format (for example, “02/09/2010”). 
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(f)  Duration.  The duration is the length of time needed for the special flight permit.  
The duration is not the same as the planned duration of the actual flight.  Factors such as fueling 
stops, weather conditions, overnight stops, or any other reasonable condition should be given 
consideration when establishing the duration.  The length of time needed for the aircraft to reach 
its intended destination should be given in whole number days or weeks (for example, “7 days” 
or “2 weeks”) (refer to 14 CFR § 21.199). 

(3)  Item C, Crew Required to Operate the Aircraft and Its Equipment.  In this 
section, you should mark the boxes of the crew required to operate the aircraft and its equipment.  
If additional crew members other than the ones listed in boxes are necessary, mark the “Other” 
box.  You should then write the additional required crew member’s function (for example, 
test engineer, avionics technician) in the space provided to the right of the “Other” box. 

(4)  Item D, The Aircraft Does Not Meet the Applicable Airworthiness 
Requirements as Follows.  In the space provided, you should detail the conditions where the 
aircraft does not comply with the applicable airworthiness requirements.  You should keep in 
mind this is your basis for requesting a special flight permit and will need to be specific (refer to 
14 CFR § 21.199(a)(4)). 

(5)  Item E, The Following Restrictions Are Considered Necessary for Safe 
Operation.  In the space provided, you should write any restrictions you consider necessary for 
safe operation of the aircraft (for example, reduced airspeed, operating weight, turbulence 
avoidance, crew limitations, or qualifications).  The application will be reviewed and 
additional conditions and/or limitations may be prescribed for safe operation (refer to 
14 CFR § 21.199(a)(5) and (6)). 

(6)  Item F, Certification.  If this section applies to your application, you should read the 
certification statement and verify that you meet the requirements before completing this item.  
There are three blocks to complete: 

(a)  Date of Application.  In this block, you should enter the current date using 
month/day/year format (for example, “02/09/2010”). 

(b)  Name and Title.  You should either print or type the full name and title.  A full 
name usually includes first name, a middle initial, and last name.  Following the full name, the 
block requests the title of that person.  Titles may include owner, president, director, or 
authorized agent.  “John E. Doe, Owner” or “John E. Doe, Director of Quality Assurance” are 
some examples of a full name and title. 

(c)  Signature.  The person whose name appears in the “Name and Title” block 
should sign the block.  If the signature is the owner’s agent, a notarized letter from the registered 
owner authorizing the agent to act on the owner’s behalf is required. 

h.  Section VIII, Airworthiness Documentation.  This section will be completed by the 
FAA inspector or designee. 
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	§65.75   Knowledge requirements.
	§65.77   Experience requirements.
	§65.79   Skill requirements.
	§65.80   Certificated aviation maintenance technician school students.
	§65.81   General privileges and limitations.
	§65.83   Recent experience requirements.
	§65.85   Airframe rating; additional privileges.
	§65.87   Powerplant rating; additional privileges.
	§65.89   Display of certificate.
	§65.91   Inspection authorization.
	§65.92   Inspection authorization: Duration.
	§65.93   Inspection authorization: Renewal.
	§65.95   Inspection authorization: Privileges and limitations.
	Subpart E—Repairmen
	§65.101   Eligibility requirements: General.
	§65.103   Repairman certificate: Privileges and limitations.
	§65.104   Repairman certificate—experimental aircraft builder—Eligibility, privileges and limitations.
	§65.105   Display of certificate.
	§65.107   Repairman certificate (light-sport aircraft): Eligibility, privileges, and limits.
	Subpart F—Parachute Riggers
	§65.111   Certificate required.
	§65.113   Eligibility requirements: General.
	§65.115   Senior parachute rigger certificate: Experience, knowledge, and skill requirements.
	§65.117   Military riggers or former military riggers: Special certification rule.
	§65.119   Master parachute rigger certificate: Experience, knowledge, and skill requirements.
	§65.121   Type ratings.
	§65.123   Additional type ratings: Requirements.
	§65.125   Certificates: Privileges.
	§65.127   Facilities and equipment.
	§65.129   Performance standards.
	§65.131   Records.
	§65.133   Seal.
	Appendix A to Part 65—Aircraft Dispatcher Courses
	Overview

	PART 91
	PART 95—IFR ALTITUDES
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 97
	Subpart A—General
	§95.1   Applicability.
	§95.3   Symbols.
	Subpart B—Designated Mountainous Areas
	§95.11   General.
	§95.13   Eastern United States Mountainous Area.
	§95.15   Western United States Mountainous Area.
	§95.17   Alaska Mountainous Area.
	§95.19   Hawaii Mountainous Area.
	§95.21   Puerto Rico Mountainous Area.
	Subpart C—En Route IFR Altitudes Over Particular Routes and Intersections
	§95.31   General.
	Subpart D—Changeover Points
	§95.8001   General.

	PART 110
	PART 110—GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
	§ 110.1   Applicability.
	§ 110.2   Definitions


	PART 119
	PART 119—CERTIFICATION: AIR CARRIERS AND COMMERCIAL OPERATORS
	Subpart A—General
	§119.1   Applicability.
	§119.3   [Reserved]
	§119.5   Certifications, authorizations, and prohibitions.
	§119.7   Operations specifications.
	§119.8   Safety Management Systems.
	§119.9   Use of business names.

	Subpart B—Applicability of Operating Requirements to Different Kinds of Operations Under Parts 121, 125, and 135 of This Chapter
	§119.21   Commercial operators engaged in intrastate common carriage and direct air carriers.
	§119.23   Operators engaged in passenger-carrying operations, cargo operations, or both with airplanes when common carriage is not involved.
	§119.25   Rotorcraft operations: Direct air carriers and commercial operators.

	Subpart C—Certification, Operations Specifications, and Certain Other Requirements for Operations Conducted Under Part 121 or Part 135 of This Chapter
	§119.31   Applicability.
	§119.33   General requirements.
	§119.35   Certificate application requirements for all operators.
	§119.36   Additional certificate application requirements for commercial operators.
	[Doc. No. 28154, 62 FR 13254, Mar. 19, 1997; 62 FR 15570, Apr. 1, 1997, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 119-19, 83 FR 9172, Mar. 5, 2018]§119.37   Contents of an Air Carrier Certificate or Operating Certificate.
	(e) The name or the designator of the responsible Flight Standards office.§119.39   Issuing or denying a certificate.
	§119.41   Amending a certificate.
	§119.43   Certificate holder's duty to maintain operations specifications.
	§119.45   [Reserved]
	§119.47   Maintaining a principal base of operations, main operations base, and main maintenance base; change of address.
	(b) At least 30 days before it proposes to establish or change the location of its principal base of operations, its main operations base, or its main maintenance base, a certificate holder must provide written notification to its responsible Flight S...
	[Docket No. 28154, 60 FR 65913, Dec. 20, 1995, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 119-19, 83 FR 9172, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§119.49   Contents of operations specifications.
	§119.51   Amending operations specifications.
	(b) Except as provided in paragraph (e) of this section, when the Administrator initiates an amendment to a certificate holder's operations specifications, the following procedure applies:
	(1) The responsible Flight Standards office notifies the certificate holder in writing of the proposed amendment.
	(2) The responsible Flight Standards office sets a reasonable period (but not less than 7 days) within which the certificate holder may submit written information, views, and arguments on the amendment.
	(3) After considering all material presented, the responsible Flight Standards office notifies the certificate holder of—
	(i) The adoption of the proposed amendment;
	(ii) The partial adoption of the proposed amendment; or
	(iii) The withdrawal of the proposed amendment.
	(4) If the responsible Flight Standards office issues an amendment to the operations specifications, it becomes effective not less than 30 days after the certificate holder receives notice of it unless—
	(i) The responsible Flight Standards office finds under paragraph (e) of this section that there is an emergency requiring immediate action with respect to safety in air commerce; or
	(ii) The certificate holder petitions for reconsideration of the amendment under paragraph (d) of this section.
	(c) When the certificate holder applies for an amendment to its operations specifications, the following procedure applies:
	(1) The certificate holder must file an application to amend its operations specifications—
	(i) At least 90 days before the date proposed by the applicant for the amendment to become effective, unless a shorter time is approved, in cases of mergers; acquisitions of airline operational assets that require an additional showing of safety (e.g....
	(ii) At least 15 days before the date proposed by the applicant for the amendment to become effective in all other cases.
	(2) The application must be submitted to the responsible Flight Standards office in a form and manner prescribed by the Administrator.
	(3) After considering all material presented, the responsible Flight Standards office notifies the certificate holder of—
	(i) The adoption of the applied for amendment;
	(ii) The partial adoption of the applied for amendment; or
	(iii) The denial of the applied for amendment. The certificate holder may petition for reconsideration of a denial under paragraph (d) of this section.
	(4) If the responsible Flight Standards office approves the amendment, following coordination with the certificate holder regarding its implementation, the amendment is effective on the date the Administrator approves it.
	(d) When a certificate holder seeks reconsideration of a decision from the responsible Flight Standards office concerning the amendment of operations specifications, the following procedure applies:
	(1) The certificate holder must petition for reconsideration of that decision within 30 days of the date that the certificate holder receives a notice of denial of the amendment to its operations specifications, or of the date it receives notice of an...
	(2) The certificate holder must address its petition to the Executive Director, Flight Standards Service.
	(3) A petition for reconsideration, if filed within the 30-day period, suspends the effectiveness of any amendment issued by the responsible Flight Standards office unless the responsible Flight Standards office has found, under paragraph (e) of this ...
	(4) If a petition for reconsideration is not filed within 30 days, the procedures of paragraph (c) of this section apply.
	(e) If the responsible Flight Standards office finds that an emergency exists requiring immediate action with respect to safety in air commerce or air transportation that makes the procedures set out in this section impracticable or contrary to the pu...
	(1) The responsible Flight Standards office amends the operations specifications and makes the amendment effective on the day the certificate holder receives notice of it.
	(2) In the notice to the certificate holder, the responsible Flight Standards office articulates the reasons for its finding that an emergency exists requiring immediate action with respect to safety in air transportation or air commerce or that makes...
	[Doc. No. 28154, 60 FR 65913, Dec. 20, 1995, as amended by Amdt. 119-14, 76 FR 7488, Feb. 10, 2011; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 119-19, 83 FR 9172, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§119.53   Wet leasing of aircraft and other arrangements for transportation by air.
	§119.55   Obtaining deviation authority to perform operations under a U.S. military contract.
	§119.57   Obtaining deviation authority to perform an emergency operation.
	§119.61   Duration and surrender of certificate and operations specifications.
	(c) Within 30 days after a certificate holder terminates operations under part 135 of this chapter, the operating certificate and operations specifications must be surrendered by the certificate holder to the responsible Flight Standards office.
	[Docket No. 28154, 60 FR 65913, Dec. 20, 1995, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 119-19, 83 FR 9172, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§119.63   Recency of operation.
	§119.65   Management personnel required for operations conducted under part 121 of this chapter.
	(3) Notify the responsible Flight Standards office within 10 days of any change in personnel or any vacancy in any position listed.
	[Docket No. 28154, 60 FR 65913, Dec. 20, 1995, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 119-19, 83 FR 9172, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§119.67   Management personnel: Qualifications for operations conducted under part 121 of this chapter.
	§119.69   Management personnel required for operations conducted under part 135 of this chapter.
	(3) Notify the responsible Flight Standards office within 10 days of any change in personnel or any vacancy in any position listed.
	[Docket No. 28154, 60 FR 65913, Dec. 20, 1995, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 119-19, 83 FR 9172, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§119.71   Management personnel: Qualifications for operations conducted under part 135 of this chapter.
	§119.73   Employment of former FAA employees.



	PART 121
	PART 121—OPERATING REQUIREMENTS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND SUPPLEMENTAL OPERATIONS
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 50–2
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 71
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 97
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation 106—Rules for use of portable oxygen concentrator systems on board aircraft

	Subpart A—General
	§ 121.1   Applicability.
	§ 121.2   Compliance schedule for operators that transition to part 121; certain new entrant operators.
	§ 121.4   Applicability of rules to unauthorized operators.
	§ 121.7   Definitions.
	§ 121.11   Rules applicable to operations in a foreign country.
	§ 121.15   Carriage of narcotic drugs, marihuana, and depressant or stimulant drugs or substances.

	Subpart B—Certification Rules for Domestic and Flag Air Carriers [Reserved]
	Subpart C—Certification Rules for Supplemental Air Carriers and Commercial Operators [Reserved]
	Subpart D—Rules Governing All Certificate Holders Under This Part [Reserved]
	Subpart E—Approval of Routes: Domestic and Flag Operations
	§ 121.91   Applicability.
	§ 121.93   Route requirements: General.
	§ 121.95   Route width.
	§ 121.97   Airports: Required data.
	§ 121.99   Communications facilities—domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.101   Weather reporting facilities.
	§ 121.103   En route navigation facilities.
	§ 121.105   Servicing and maintenance facilities.
	§ 121.106   ETOPS Alternate Airport: Rescue and fire fighting service.
	§ 121.107   Dispatch centers.

	Subpart F—Approval of Areas and Routes for Supplemental Operations
	§ 121.111   Applicability.
	§ 121.113   Area and route requirements: General.
	§ 121.115   Route width.
	§ 121.117   Airports: Required data.
	§ 121.119   Weather reporting facilities.
	§ 121.121   En route navigation facilities.
	§ 121.122   Communications facilities—supplemental operations.
	§ 121.123   Servicing maintenance facilities.
	§ 121.125   Flight following system.
	§ 121.127   Flight following system; requirements.

	Subpart G—Manual Requirements
	§ 121.131   Applicability.
	§ 121.133   Preparation.
	§ 121.135   Manual contents.
	§ 121.137   Distribution and availability.
	§ 121.139   Requirements for manual aboard aircraft: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.141   Airplane flight manual.

	Subpart H—Aircraft Requirements
	§ 121.151   Applicability.
	§ 121.153   Aircraft requirements: General.
	§ 121.155   [Reserved]
	§ 121.157   Aircraft certification and equipment requirements.
	§ 121.159   Single-engine airplanes prohibited.
	§ 121.161   Airplane limitations: Type of route.
	§ 121.162   ETOPS Type Design Approval Basis.
	§ 121.163   Aircraft proving tests.

	Subpart I—Airplane Performance Operating Limitations
	§ 121.171   Applicability.
	§ 121.173   General.
	§ 121.175   Airplanes: Reciprocating engine-powered: Weight limitations.
	§ 121.177   Airplanes: Reciprocating engine-powered: Takeoff limitations.
	§ 121.179   Airplanes: Reciprocating engine-powered: En route limitations: All engines operating.
	§ 121.181   Airplanes: Reciprocating engine-powered: En route limitations: One engine inoperative.
	§ 121.183   Part 25 airplanes with four or more engines: Reciprocating engine powered: En route limitations: Two engines inoperative.
	§ 121.185   Airplanes: Reciprocating engine-powered: Landing limitations: Destination airport.
	§ 121.187   Airplanes: Reciprocating engine-powered: Landing limitations: Alternate airport.
	§ 121.189   Airplanes: Turbine engine powered: Takeoff limitations.
	§ 121.191   Airplanes: Turbine engine powered: En route limitations: One engine inoperative.
	§ 121.193   Airplanes: Turbine engine powered: En route limitations: Two engines inoperative.
	§ 121.195   Airplanes: Turbine engine powered: Landing limitations: Destination airports.
	§ 121.197   Airplanes: Turbine engine powered: Landing limitations: Alternate airports.
	§ 121.198   Cargo service airplanes: Increased zero fuel and landing weights.
	§ 121.199   Nontransport category airplanes: Takeoff limitations.
	§ 121.201   Nontransport category airplanes: En route limitations: One engine inoperative.
	§ 121.203   Nontransport category airplanes: Landing limitations: Destination airport.
	§ 121.205   Nontransport category airplanes: Landing limitations: Alternate airport.
	§ 121.207   Provisionally certificated airplanes: Operating limitations.

	Subpart J—Special Airworthiness Requirements
	§ 121.211   Applicability.
	§ 121.213   [Reserved]
	§ 121.215   Cabin interiors.
	§ 121.217   Internal doors.
	§ 121.219   Ventilation.
	§ 121.221   Fire precautions.
	§ 121.223   Proof of compliance with §121.221.
	§ 121.225   Propeller deicing fluid.
	§ 121.227   Pressure cross-feed arrangements.
	§ 121.229   Location of fuel tanks.
	§ 121.231   Fuel system lines and fittings.
	§ 121.233   Fuel lines and fittings in designated fire zones.
	§ 121.235   Fuel valves.
	§ 121.237   Oil lines and fittings in designated fire zones.
	§ 121.239   Oil valves.
	§ 121.241   Oil system drains.
	§ 121.243   Engine breather lines.
	§ 121.245   Fire walls.
	§ 121.247   Fire-wall construction.
	§ 121.249   Cowling.
	§ 121.251   Engine accessory section diaphragm.
	§ 121.253   Powerplant fire protection.
	§ 121.255   Flammable fluids.
	§ 121.257   Shutoff means.
	§ 121.259   Lines and fittings.
	§ 121.261   Vent and drain lines.
	§ 121.263   Fire-extinguishing systems.
	§ 121.265   Fire-extinguishing agents.
	§ 121.267   Extinguishing agent container pressure relief.
	§ 121.269   Extinguishing agent container compartment temperature.
	§ 121.271   Fire-extinguishing system materials.
	§ 121.273   Fire-detector systems.
	§ 121.275   Fire detectors.
	§ 121.277   Protection of other airplane components against fire.
	§ 121.279   Control of engine rotation.
	§ 121.281   Fuel system independence.
	§ 121.283   Induction system ice prevention.
	§ 121.285   Carriage of cargo in passenger compartments.
	§ 121.287   Carriage of cargo in cargo compartments.
	§ 121.289   Landing gear: Aural warning device.
	§ 121.291   Demonstration of emergency evacuation procedures.
	(2) Apply for and obtain approval from the responsible Flight Standards office before conducting the demonstration;
	(3) Use flight attendants in this demonstration who have been selected at random by the Administrator, have completed the certificate holder's FAA-approved training program for the type and model of airplane, and have passed a written or practical exa...
	(4) Apply for and obtain approval from the responsible Flight Standards office before commencing operations with this type and model airplane.
	(d) Each certificate holder operating or proposing to operate one or more landplanes in extended overwater operations, or otherwise required to have certain equipment under §121.339, must show, by simulated ditching conducted in accordance with paragr...
	(e) For a type and model airplane for which the simulated ditching specified in paragraph (d) has been conducted by a part 121 certificate holder, the requirements of paragraphs (b)(2), (b)(4), and (b)(5) of appendix D to this part are complied with i...
	[Doc. No. 21269, 46 FR 61453, Dec. 17, 1981, as amended by Amdt. 121-233, 58 FR 45230, Aug. 26, 1993; Amdt. 121-251, 60 FR 65929, Dec. 20, 1995; Amdt. 121-307, 69 FR 67499, Nov. 17, 2004; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 121-380, 83 FR 9172, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§ 121.293   Special airworthiness requirements for nontransport category airplanes type certificated after December 31, 1964.
	§ 121.295   Location for a suspect device.

	Subpart K—Instrument and Equipment Requirements
	§ 121.301   Applicability.
	§ 121.303   Airplane instruments and equipment.
	§ 121.305   Flight and navigational equipment.
	§ 121.306   Portable electronic devices.
	§ 121.307   Engine instruments.
	§ 121.308   Lavatory fire protection.
	§ 121.309   Emergency equipment.
	§ 121.310   Additional emergency equipment.
	§ 121.311   Seats, safety belts, and shoulder harnesses.
	§ 121.312   Materials for compartment interiors.
	§ 121.313   Miscellaneous equipment.
	§ 121.314   Cargo and baggage compartments.
	§ 121.315   Cockpit check procedure.
	§ 121.316   Fuel tanks.
	§ 121.317   Passenger information requirements, smoking prohibitions, and additional seat belt requirements.
	§ 121.318   Public address system.
	§ 121.319   Crewmember interphone system.
	§ 121.323   Instruments and equipment for operations at night.
	§ 121.325   Instruments and equipment for operations under IFR or over-the-top.
	§ 121.327   Supplemental oxygen: Reciprocating engine powered airplanes.
	§ 121.329   Supplemental oxygen for sustenance: Turbine engine powered airplanes.
	§ 121.331   Supplemental oxygen requirements for pressurized cabin airplanes: Reciprocating engine powered airplanes.
	§ 121.333   Supplemental oxygen for emergency descent and for first aid; turbine engine powered airplanes with pressurized cabins.
	§ 121.335   Equipment standards.
	§ 121.337   Protective breathing equipment.
	§ 121.339   Emergency equipment for extended over-water operations.
	§ 121.340   Emergency flotation means.
	§ 121.341   Equipment for operations in icing conditions.
	§ 121.342   Pitot heat indication systems.
	§ 121.343   Flight data recorders.
	§ 121.344   Digital flight data recorders for transport category airplanes.
	§ 121.344a   Digital flight data recorders for 10–19 seat airplanes.
	§ 121.345   Radio equipment.
	§ 121.346   Flight data recorders: filtered data.
	§ 121.347   Communication and navigation equipment for operations under VFR over routes navigated by pilotage.
	§ 121.349   Communication and navigation equipment for operations under VFR over routes not navigated by pilotage or for operations under IFR or over the top.
	§ 121.351   Communication and navigation equipment for extended over-water operations and for certain other operations.
	§ 121.353   Emergency equipment for operations over uninhabited terrain areas: Flag, supplemental, and certain domestic operations.
	§ 121.354   Terrain awareness and warning system.
	§ 121.355   Equipment for operations on which specialized means of navigation are used.
	§ 121.356   Collision avoidance system.
	§ 121.357   Airborne weather radar equipment requirements.
	§ 121.358   Low-altitude windshear system equipment requirements.
	§ 121.359   Cockpit voice recorders.
	§ 121.360   [Reserved]

	Subpart L—Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance, and Alterations
	§ 121.361   Applicability.
	§ 121.363   Responsibility for airworthiness.
	§ 121.365   Maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration organization.
	§ 121.367   Maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations programs.
	(a) A certificate holder may arrange with another person for the performance of maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations as authorized in §121.379(a) only if the certificate holder has met all the requirements in this section. For purposes...
	(1) A maintenance provider is any person who performs maintenance, preventive maintenance, or an alteration for a certificate holder other than a person who is trained by and employed directly by that certificate holder.
	(2) Covered work means any of the following:
	(i) Essential maintenance that could result in a failure, malfunction, or defect endangering the safe operation of an aircraft if not performed properly or if improper parts or materials are used;
	(ii) Regularly scheduled maintenance; or
	(iii) A required inspection item on an aircraft.
	(3) Directly in charge means having responsibility for covered work performed by a maintenance provider. A representative of the certificate holder directly in charge of covered work does not need to physically observe and direct each maintenance prov...
	(b) Each certificate holder must be directly in charge of all covered work done for it by a maintenance provider.
	(c) Each maintenance provider must perform all covered work in accordance with the certificate holder's maintenance manual.
	(d) No maintenance provider may perform covered work unless that work is carried out under the supervision and control of the certificate holder.
	(e) Each certificate holder who contracts for maintenance, preventive maintenance, or alterations must develop and implement policies, procedures, methods, and instructions for the accomplishment of all contracted maintenance, preventive maintenance, ...
	(f) Each certificate holder who contracts for maintenance, preventive maintenance, or alterations must ensure that its system for the continuing analysis and surveillance of the maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations carried out by the m...
	(g) The policies, procedures, methods, and instructions required by paragraphs (e) and (f) of this section must be acceptable to the FAA and included in the certificate holder's maintenance manual as required by§121.369(b)(10).
	(h) Each certificate holder who contracts for maintenance, preventive maintenance, or alterations must provide to its responsible Flight Standards office, in a format acceptable to the FAA, a list that includes the name and physical (street) address, ...
	[Docket FAA-2011-1136, Amdt. 121-371, 80 FR 11546, Mar. 4, 2015, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 121-380, 83 FR 9173, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§ 121.369   Manual requirements.
	§§ 121.370-121.370a   [Reserved]
	§ 121.371   Required inspection personnel.
	§ 121.373   Continuing analysis and surveillance.
	(c) A certificate holder may petition the Administrator to reconsider the notice to make a change in a program. The petition must be filed with the responsible Flight Standards office charged with the overall inspection of the certificate holder's ope...
	[Doc. No. 6258, 29 FR 19210, Dec. 31, 1964, as amended by Amdt. 121-207, 54 FR 39293, Sept. 25, 1989; Amdt. 121-253, 61 FR 2611, Jan. 26, 1996; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 121-380, 83 FR 9173, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§ 121.374   Continuous airworthiness maintenance program (CAMP) for two-engine ETOPS.
	§ 121.375   Maintenance and preventive maintenance training program.
	§ 121.377   Maintenance and preventive maintenance personnel duty time limitations.
	§ 121.378   Certificate requirements.
	§ 121.379   Authority to perform and approve maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations.
	§ 121.380   Maintenance recording requirements.
	§ 121.380a   Transfer of maintenance records.

	Subpart M—Airman and Crewmember Requirements
	§ 121.381   Applicability.
	§ 121.383   Airman: Limitations on use of services.
	§ 121.385   Composition of flight crew.
	§ 121.387   Flight engineer.
	§ 121.389   Flight navigator and specialized navigation equipment.
	§ 121.391   Flight attendants.
	§ 121.393   Crewmember requirements at stops where passengers remain on board.
	§ 121.394   Flight attendant requirements during passenger boarding and deplaning.
	§ 121.395   Aircraft dispatcher: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.397   Emergency and emergency evacuation duties.

	Subpart N—Training Program
	§ 121.400   Applicability and terms used.
	§ 121.401   Training program: General.
	§ 121.402   Training program: Special rules.
	§ 121.403   Training program: Curriculum.
	§ 121.404   Compliance dates: Crew and dispatcher resource management training.
	§ 121.405   Training program and revision: Initial and final approval.
	§ 121.406   Credit for previous CRM/DRM training.
	§ 121.407   Training program: Approval of airplane simulators and other training devices.
	§ 121.409   Training courses using airplane simulators and other training devices.
	§ 121.411   Qualifications: Check airmen (airplane) and check airmen (simulator).
	§ 121.412   Qualifications: Flight instructors (airplane) and flight instructors (simulator).
	§ 121.413   Initial and transition training and checking requirements: Check airmen (airplane), check airmen (simulator).
	§ 121.414   Initial and transition training and checking requirements: flight instructors (airplane), flight instructors (simulator).
	§ 121.415   Crewmember and dispatcher training requirements.
	§ 121.417   Crewmember emergency training.
	§ 121.418   Differences training: Crewmembers and dispatchers.
	§ 121.419   Pilots and flight engineers: Initial, transition, and upgrade ground training.
	§ 121.420   Flight navigators: Initial and transition ground training.
	§ 121.421   Flight attendants: Initial and transition ground training.
	§ 121.422   Aircraft dispatchers: Initial and transition ground training.
	§ 121.424   Pilots: Initial, transition, and upgrade flight training.
	§ 121.425   Flight engineers: Initial and transition flight training.
	§ 121.426   Flight navigators: Initial and transition flight training.
	§ 121.427   Recurrent training.
	§ 121.429   [Reserved]

	Subpart O—Crewmember Qualifications
	§ 121.431   Applicability.
	§ 121.432   General.
	§ 121.433   Training required.
	§ 121.434   Operating experience, operating cycles, and consolidation of knowledge and skills.
	§ 121.437   Pilot qualification: Certificates required.
	§ 121.438   Pilot operating limitations and pairing requirements.
	§ 121.439   Pilot qualification: Recent experience.
	§ 121.440   Line checks.
	§ 121.441   Proficiency checks.
	§ 121.443   Pilot in command qualification: Route and airports.
	§ 121.445   Pilot in command airport qualification: Special areas and airports.
	§ 121.447   [Reserved]
	§ 121.453   Flight engineer qualifications.
	§§ 121.455-121.459   [Reserved]

	Subpart P—Aircraft Dispatcher Qualifications and Duty Time
	Limitations: Domestic and Flag Operations; Flight Attendant Duty Period Limitations and Rest Requirements: Domestic, Flag, and Supplemental Operations
	§ 121.461   Applicability.
	§ 121.463   Aircraft dispatcher qualifications.
	§ 121.465   Aircraft dispatcher duty time limitations: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.467   Flight attendant duty period limitations and rest requirements: Domestic, flag, and supplemental operations.

	Subpart Q—Flight Time Limitations and Rest Requirements: Domestic Operations
	§ 121.470   Applicability.
	§ 121.471   Flight time limitations and rest requirements: All flight crewmembers.
	§ 121.473   Fatigue risk management system.

	Subpart R—Flight Time Limitations: Flag Operations
	§ 121.480   Applicability.
	§ 121.481   Flight time limitations: One or two pilot crews.
	§ 121.483   Flight time limitations: Two pilots and one additional flight crewmember.
	§ 121.485   Flight time limitations: Three or more pilots and an additional flight crewmember.
	§ 121.487   Flight time limitations: Pilots not regularly assigned.
	§ 121.489   Flight time limitations: Other commercial flying.
	§ 121.491   Flight time limitations: Deadhead transportation.
	§ 121.493   Flight time limitations: Flight engineers and flight navigators.
	§ 121.495   Fatigue risk management system.

	Subpart S—Flight Time Limitations: Supplemental Operations
	§ 121.500   Applicability.
	§ 121.503   Flight time limitations: Pilots: airplanes.
	§ 121.505   Flight time limitations: Two pilot crews: airplanes.
	§ 121.507   Flight time limitations: Three pilot crews: airplanes.
	§ 121.509   Flight time limitations: Four pilot crews: airplanes.
	§ 121.511   Flight time limitations: Flight engineers: airplanes.
	§ 121.513   Flight time limitations: Overseas and international operations: airplanes.
	§ 121.515   Flight time limitations: All airmen: airplanes.
	§ 121.517   Flight time limitations: Other commercial flying: airplanes.
	§ 121.519   Flight time limitations: Deadhead transportation: airplanes.
	§ 121.521   Flight time limitations: Crew of two pilots and one additional airman as required.
	§ 121.523   Flight time limitations: Crew of three or more pilots and additional airmen as required.
	§ 121.525   Flight time limitations: Pilots serving in more than one kind of flight crew.
	§ 121.527   Fatigue risk management system.

	Subpart T—Flight Operations
	§ 121.531   Applicability.
	§ 121.533   Responsibility for operational control: Domestic operations.
	§ 121.535   Responsibility for operational control: Flag operations.
	§ 121.537   Responsibility for operational control: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.538   Aircraft security.
	§ 121.539   Operations notices.
	§ 121.541   Operations schedules: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.542   Flight crewmember duties.
	§ 121.543   Flight crewmembers at controls.
	§ 121.545   Manipulation of controls.
	§ 121.547   Admission to flight deck.
	§ 121.548   Aviation safety inspector's credentials: Admission to pilot's compartment.
	§ 121.548a   DOD Commercial Air Carrier Evaluator's Credential.
	§ 121.549   Flying equipment.
	§ 121.550   Secret Service Agents: Admission to flight deck.
	§ 121.551   Restriction or suspension of operation: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.553   Restriction or suspension of operation: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.555   Compliance with approved routes and limitations: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.557   Emergencies: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.559   Emergencies: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.561   Reporting potentially hazardous meteorological conditions and irregularities of ground facilities or navigation aids.
	§ 121.563   Reporting mechanical irregularities.
	§ 121.565   Engine inoperative: Landing; reporting.
	§ 121.567   Instrument approach procedures and IFR landing minimums.
	§ 121.569   Equipment interchange: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.570   Airplane evacuation capability.
	§ 121.571   Briefing passengers before takeoff.
	§ 121.573   Briefing passengers: Extended overwater operations.
	§ 121.574   Oxygen for medical use by passengers.
	§ 121.575   Alcoholic beverages.
	§ 121.576   Retention of items of mass in passenger and crew compartments.
	§ 121.577   Stowage of food, beverage, and passenger service equipment during airplane movement on the surface, takeoff, and landing.
	§ 121.578   Cabin ozone concentration.
	§ 121.579   Minimum altitudes for use of autopilot.
	§ 121.580   Prohibition on interference with crewmembers.
	§ 121.581   Observer's seat: En route inspections.
	§ 121.582   Means to discreetly notify a flightcrew.
	§ 121.583   Carriage of persons without compliance with the passenger-carrying requirements of this part.
	§ 121.584   Requirement to view the area outside the flightdeck door.
	§ 121.585   Exit seating.
	§ 121.586   Authority to refuse transportation.
	§ 121.587   Closing and locking of flightcrew compartment door.
	§ 121.589   Carry-on baggage.
	§ 121.590   Use of certificated land airports in the United States.

	Subpart U—Dispatching and Flight Release Rules
	§ 121.591   Applicability.
	§ 121.593   Dispatching authority: Domestic operations.
	§ 121.595   Dispatching authority: Flag operations.
	§ 121.597   Flight release authority: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.599   Familiarity with weather conditions.
	§ 121.601   Aircraft dispatcher information to pilot in command: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.603   Facilities and services: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.605   Airplane equipment.
	§ 121.607   Communication and navigation facilities: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.609   Communication and navigation facilities: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.611   Dispatch or flight release under VFR.
	§ 121.613   Dispatch or flight release under IFR or over the top.
	§ 121.615   Dispatch or flight release over water: Flag and supplemental operations.
	§ 121.617   Alternate airport for departure.
	§ 121.619   Alternate airport for destination: IFR or over-the-top: Domestic operations.
	§ 121.621   Alternate airport for destination: Flag operations.
	§ 121.623   Alternate airport for destination: IFR or over-the-top: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.624   ETOPS Alternate Airports.
	§ 121.625   Alternate Airport weather minima.
	§ 121.627   Continuing flight in unsafe conditions.
	§ 121.628   Inoperable instruments and equipment.
	§ 121.629   Operation in icing conditions.
	§ 121.631   Original dispatch or flight release, redispatch or amendment of dispatch or flight release.
	§ 121.633   Considering time-limited systems in planning ETOPS alternates.
	§ 121.635   Dispatch to and from refueling or provisional airports: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.637   Takeoffs from unlisted and alternate airports: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.639   Fuel supply: All domestic operations.
	§ 121.641   Fuel supply: Nonturbine and turbo-propeller-powered airplanes: Flag operations.
	§ 121.643   Fuel supply: Nonturbine and turbo-propeller-powered airplanes: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.645   Fuel supply: Turbine-engine powered airplanes, other than turbo propeller: Flag and supplemental operations.
	§ 121.646   En-route fuel supply: flag and supplemental operations.
	§ 121.647   Factors for computing fuel required.
	§ 121.649   Takeoff and landing weather minimums: VFR: Domestic operations.
	§ 121.651   Takeoff and landing weather minimums: IFR: All certificate holders.
	§ 121.652   Landing weather minimums: IFR: All certificate holders.
	§ 121.653   [Reserved]
	§ 121.655   Applicability of reported weather minimums.
	§ 121.657   Flight altitude rules.
	§ 121.659   Initial approach altitude: Domestic and supplemental operations.
	§ 121.661   Initial approach altitude: Flag operations.
	§ 121.663   Responsibility for dispatch release: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.665   Load manifest.
	§ 121.667   Flight plan: VFR and IFR: Supplemental operations.

	Subpart V—Records and Reports
	§ 121.681   Applicability.
	§ 121.683   Crewmember and dispatcher record.
	§ 121.685   Aircraft record: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.687   Dispatch release: Flag and domestic operations.
	§ 121.689   Flight release form: Supplemental operations.
	§ 121.691   [Reserved]
	§ 121.693   Load manifest: All certificate holders.
	§ 121.695   Disposition of load manifest, dispatch release, and flight plans: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.697   Disposition of load manifest, flight release, and flight plans: Supplemental operations.
	§§ 121.698-121.699   [Reserved]
	§ 121.701   Maintenance log: Aircraft.
	§ 121.703   Service difficulty reports.
	§ 121.705   Mechanical interruption summary report.
	§ 121.707   Alteration and repair reports.
	§ 121.709   Airworthiness release or aircraft log entry.
	§ 121.711   Communication records: Domestic and flag operations.
	§ 121.713   Retention of contracts and amendments: Commercial operators who conduct intrastate operations for compensation or hire.

	Subpart W—Crewmember Certificate: International
	§ 121.721   Applicability.
	§ 121.723   Surrender of international crewmember certificate.

	Subpart X—Emergency Medical Equipment and Training
	§ 121.801   Applicability.
	§ 121.803   Emergency medical equipment.
	§ 121.805   Crewmember training for in-flight medical events.

	Subpart Y—Advanced Qualification Program
	§ 121.901   Purpose and eligibility.
	§ 121.903   General requirements for Advanced Qualification Programs.
	§ 121.905   Confidential commercial information.
	§ 121.907   Definitions.
	§ 121.909   Approval of Advanced Qualification Program.
	§ 121.911   Indoctrination curriculum.
	§ 121.913   Qualification curriculum.
	§ 121.915   Continuing qualification curriculum.
	§ 121.917   Other requirements.
	§ 121.919   Certification.
	§ 121.921   Training devices and simulators.
	§ 121.923   Approval of training, qualification, or evaluation by a person who provides training by arrangement.
	§ 121.925   Recordkeeping requirements.

	Subpart Z—Hazardous Materials Training Program
	§ 121.1001   Applicability and definitions.
	§ 121.1003   Hazardous materials training: General.
	§ 121.1005   Hazardous materials training required.
	§ 121.1007   Hazardous materials training records.

	Subpart AA—Continued Airworthiness and Safety Improvements
	§ 121.1101   Purpose and definition.
	§ 121.1103   [Reserved]
	§ 121.1105   Aging airplane inspections and records reviews.
	§ 121.1107   Repairs assessment for pressurized fuselages.
	[Doc. No. 29104, 65 FR 24125, Apr. 25, 2000; 65 FR 50744, Aug. 21, 2000, as amended by Amdt. 121-282, 66 FR 23130, May 7, 2001; ; Amdt. 121-305, 69 FR 45942, July 30, 2004. Redesignated and amended by Amdt. 121-336, 72 FR 63412, Nov. 8, 2007; Docket F...
	§ 121.1109   Supplemental inspections.
	(2) Adverse effects of repairs, alterations, and modifications. The maintenance program for the airplane includes a means for addressing the adverse effects repairs, alterations, and modifications may have on fatigue critical structure and on inspecti...
	(3) Changes to maintenance program. The changes made to the maintenance program required by paragraphs (c)(1) and (c)(2) of this section, and any later revisions to these changes, must be submitted to the Principal Maintenance Inspector for review and...
	[Doc. No. FAA-1999-5401, 70 FR 5532, Feb. 2, 2005. Redesignated by Amdt. 121-336, 72 FR 63412, Nov. 8, 2007; Amdt. 121-337, 72 FR 70508, Dec. 12, 2007; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 121-380, 83 FR 9173, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§ 121.1111   Electrical wiring interconnection systems (EWIS) maintenance program.
	§ 121.1113   Fuel tank system maintenance program.
	§ 121.1115   Limit of validity.
	§ 121.1117   Flammability reduction means.
	§121.1119   Fuel tank vent explosion protection.

	Subpart BB [Reserved]
	§§ 121.1200-121.1399   [Reserved]

	Subpart CC [Reserved]
	§§ 121.1400-121.1499   [Reserved]

	Subpart DD—Special Federal Aviation Regulations
	§ 121.1500   SFAR No. 111—Lavatory Oxygen Systems.

	Appendix A to Part 121—First Aid Kits and Emergency Medical Kits
	Appendix B to Part 121—Airplane Flight Recorder Specification
	Appendix C to Part 121—C–46 Nontransport Category Airplanes
	Appendix D to Part 121—Criteria for Demonstration of Emergency Evacuation Procedures Under §121.291
	Appendix E to Part 121—Flight Training Requirements
	Appendix F to Part 121—Proficiency Check Requirements
	Appendix G to Part 121—Doppler Radar and Inertial Navigation System (INS): Request for Evaluation; Equipment and Equipment Installation; Training Program; Equipment Accuracy and Reliability; Evaluation Program
	Appendix H to Part 121—Advanced Simulation
	Appendices I–J to Part 121 [Reserved]
	Appendix K to Part 121—Performance Requirements for Certain Turbopropeller Powered Airplanes
	Appendix L to Part 121—Type Certification Regulations Made Previously Effective
	Appendix M to Part 121—Airplane Flight Recorder Specifications
	Appendix N to Part 121 [Reserved]
	Appendix O to Part 121—Hazardous Materials Training Requirements For Certificate Holders
	Appendix P to Part 121—Requirements for ETOPS and Polar Operations


	PART 125
	PART 125—CERTIFICATION AND OPERATIONS: AIRPLANES HAVING A SEATING CAPACITY OF 20 OR MORE PASSENGERS OR A MAXIMUM PAYLOAD CAPACITY OF 6,000 POUNDS OR MORE; AND RULES GOVERNING PERSONS ON BOARD SUCH AIRCRAFT
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 89
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 97
	Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 118-2—Relief for Certain Persons During the National Emergency Concerning the Novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Public Health Emergency
	Subpart A—General
	§125.1   Applicability.
	§125.3   Deviation authority.
	§125.5   Operating certificate and operations specifications required.
	§125.7   Display of certificate.
	§125.9   Definitions.
	§125.11   Certificate eligibility and prohibited operations.
	Subpart B—Certification Rules and Miscellaneous Requirements
	§125.21   Application for operating certificate.
	§125.23   Rules applicable to operations subject to this part.
	§125.25   Management personnel required.
	§125.26   Employment of former FAA employees.
	§125.27   Issue of certificate.
	§125.29   Duration of certificate.
	§125.31   Contents of certificate and operations specifications.
	§125.33   Operations specifications not a part of certificate.
	§125.35   Amendment of operations specifications.
	§125.37   Duty period limitations.
	§125.39   Carriage of narcotic drugs, marihuana, and depressant or stimulant drugs or substances.
	§125.41   Availability of certificate and operations specifications.
	§125.43   Use of operations specifications.
	§125.45   Inspection authority.
	§125.47   Change of address.
	§125.49   Airport requirements.
	§125.51   En route navigation facilities.
	§125.53   Flight locating requirements.
	Subpart C—Manual Requirements
	§125.71   Preparation.
	§125.73   Contents.
	§125.75   Airplane flight manual.
	Subpart D—Airplane Requirements
	§125.91   Airplane requirements: General.
	§125.93   Airplane limitations.
	Subpart E—Special Airworthiness Requirements
	§125.111   General.
	§125.113   Cabin interiors.
	§125.115   Internal doors.
	§125.117   Ventilation.
	§125.119   Fire precautions.
	§125.121   Proof of compliance with §125.119.
	§125.123   Propeller deicing fluid.
	§125.125   Pressure cross-feed arrangements.
	§125.127   Location of fuel tanks.
	§125.129   Fuel system lines and fittings.
	§125.131   Fuel lines and fittings in designated fire zones.
	§125.133   Fuel valves.
	§125.135   Oil lines and fittings in designated fire zones.
	§125.137   Oil valves.
	§125.139   Oil system drains.
	§125.141   Engine breather lines.
	§125.143   Firewalls.
	§125.145   Firewall construction.
	§125.147   Cowling.
	§125.149   Engine accessory section diaphragm.
	§125.151   Powerplant fire protection.
	§125.153   Flammable fluids.
	§125.155   Shutoff means.
	§125.157   Lines and fittings.
	§125.159   Vent and drain lines.
	§125.161   Fire-extinguishing systems.
	§125.163   Fire-extinguishing agents.
	§125.165   Extinguishing agent container pressure relief.
	§125.167   Extinguishing agent container compartment temperature.
	§125.169   Fire-extinguishing system materials.
	§125.171   Fire-detector systems.
	§125.173   Fire detectors.
	§125.175   Protection of other airplane components against fire.
	§125.177   Control of engine rotation.
	§125.179   Fuel system independence.
	§125.181   Induction system ice prevention.
	§125.183   Carriage of cargo in passenger compartments.
	§125.185   Carriage of cargo in cargo compartments.
	§125.187   Landing gear: Aural warning device.
	§125.189   Demonstration of emergency evacuation procedures.
	Subpart F—Instrument and Equipment Requirements
	§125.201   Inoperable instruments and equipment.
	§125.203   Communication and navigation equipment.
	§125.204   Portable electronic devices.
	§125.205   Equipment requirements: Airplanes under IFR.
	§125.206   Pitot heat indication systems.
	§125.207   Emergency equipment requirements.
	§125.209   Emergency equipment: Extended overwater operations.
	§125.211   Seat and safety belts.
	§125.213   Miscellaneous equipment.
	§125.215   Operating information required.
	§125.217   Passenger information.
	§125.219   Oxygen and portable oxygen concentrators for medical use by passengers.
	§125.221   Icing conditions: Operating limitations.
	§125.223   Airborne weather radar equipment requirements.
	§125.224   Collision avoidance system.
	§125.225   Flight data recorders.
	§125.226   Digital flight data recorders.
	§125.227   Cockpit voice recorders.
	§125.228   Flight data recorders: filtered data.
	Subpart G—Maintenance
	§125.241   Applicability.
	§125.243   Certificate holder's responsibilities.
	§125.245   Organization required to perform maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration.
	§125.247   Inspection programs and maintenance.
	§125.248   [Reserved]
	§125.249   Maintenance manual requirements.
	§125.251   Required inspection personnel.
	Subpart H—Airman and Crewmember Requirements
	§125.261   Airman: Limitations on use of services.
	§125.263   Composition of flightcrew.
	§125.265   Flight engineer requirements.
	§125.267   Flight navigator and long-range navigation equipment.
	§125.269   Flight attendants.
	§125.271   Emergency and emergency evacuation duties.
	Subpart I—Flight Crewmember Requirements
	§125.281   Pilot-in-command qualifications.
	§125.283   Second-in-command qualifications.
	§125.285   Pilot qualifications: Recent experience.
	§125.287   Initial and recurrent pilot testing requirements.
	§125.289   Initial and recurrent flight attendant crewmember testing requirements.
	§125.291   Pilot in command: Instrument proficiency check requirements.
	§125.293   Crewmember: Tests and checks, grace provisions, accepted standards.
	§125.295   Check airman authorization: Application and issue.
	§125.296   Training, testing, and checking conducted by training centers: Special rules.
	§125.297   Approval of flight simulators and flight training devices.
	Subpart J—Flight Operations
	§125.311   Flight crewmembers at controls.
	§125.313   Manipulation of controls when carrying passengers.
	§125.315   Admission to flight deck.
	§125.317   Inspector's credentials: Admission to pilots' compartment: Forward observer's seat.
	§125.319   Emergencies.
	§125.321   Reporting potentially hazardous meteorological conditions and irregularities of ground and navigation facilities.
	§125.323   Reporting mechanical irregularities.
	§125.325   Instrument approach procedures and IFR landing minimums.
	§125.327   Briefing of passengers before flight.
	§125.328   Prohibition on crew interference.
	§125.329   Minimum altitudes for use of autopilot.
	§125.331   Carriage of persons without compliance with the passenger-carrying provisions of this part.
	§125.333   Stowage of food, beverage, and passenger service equipment during airplane movement on the surface, takeoff, and landing.
	Subpart K—Flight Release Rules
	§125.351   Flight release authority.
	§125.353   Facilities and services.
	§125.355   Airplane equipment.
	§125.357   Communication and navigation facilities.
	§125.359   Flight release under VFR.
	§125.361   Flight release under IFR or over-the-top.
	§125.363   Flight release over water.
	§125.365   Alternate airport for departure.
	§125.367   Alternate airport for destination: IFR or over-the-top.
	§125.369   Alternate airport weather minimums.
	§125.371   Continuing flight in unsafe conditions.
	§125.373   Original flight release or amendment of flight release.
	§125.375   Fuel supply: Nonturbine and turbopropeller-powered airplanes.
	§125.377   Fuel supply: Turbine-engine-powered airplanes other than turbopropeller.
	§125.379   Landing weather minimums: IFR.
	§125.381   Takeoff and landing weather minimums: IFR.
	§125.383   Load manifest.
	Subpart L—Records and Reports
	§125.401   Crewmember record.
	§125.403   Flight release form.
	§125.405   Disposition of load manifest, flight release, and flight plans.
	§125.407   Maintenance log: Airplanes.
	§125.409   Service difficulty reports.
	§125.411   Airworthiness release or maintenance record entry.
	Subpart M—Continued Airworthiness and Safety Improvements
	§125.501   Purpose and definition.
	§125.503   [Reserved]
	§125.505   Repairs assessment for pressurized fuselages.
	§125.507   Fuel tank system inspection program.
	§125.509   Flammability reduction means.
	Appendix A to Part 125—Additional Emergency Equipment
	Appendix B to Part 125—Criteria for Demonstration of Emergency Evacuation Procedures Under §125.189
	Appendix C to Part 125—Ice Protection
	Appendix D to Part 125—Airplane Flight Recorder Specification
	Appendix E to Part 125—Airplane Flight Recorder Specifications

	PART 135
	PART 135—OPERATING REQUIREMENTS: COMMUTER AND ON DEMAND OPERATIONS AND RULES GOVERNING PERSONS ON BOARD SUCH AIRCRAFT
	Subpart A—General
	§135.1   Applicability.
	§135.2   Compliance schedule for operators that transition to part 121 of this chapter; certain new entrant operators.
	§135.3   Rules applicable to operations subject to this part.
	§135.4   Applicability of rules for eligible on-demand operations.
	(b) The Administrator may authorize deviations from paragraphs (a)(2)(i) or (a)(4) of this section if the responsible Flight Standards office that issued the certificate holder's operations specifications finds that the crewmember has comparable exper...
	(1) A newly authorized certificate holder does not employ any pilots who meet the minimum requirements of paragraphs (a)(2)(i) or (a)(4) of this section.
	(2) An existing certificate holder adds to its fleet a new category and class aircraft not used before in its operation.
	(3) An existing certificate holder establishes a new base to which it assigns pilots who will be required to become qualified on the aircraft operated from that base.
	(c) An eligible on-demand operation may comply with alternative requirements specified in §§135.225(b), 135.385(f), and 135.387(b) instead of the requirements that apply to other on-demand operations.
	[Doc. No. FAA-2001-10047, 68 FR 54585, Sept. 17, 2003, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§135.7   Applicability of rules to unauthorized operators.
	§135.12   Previously trained crewmembers.
	§135.19   Emergency operations.
	(a) In an emergency involving the safety of persons or property, the certificate holder may deviate from the rules of this part relating to aircraft and equipment and weather minimums to the extent required to meet that emergency.
	(b) In an emergency involving the safety of persons or property, the pilot in command may deviate from the rules of this part to the extent required to meet that emergency.
	(c) Each person who, under the authority of this section, deviates from a rule of this part shall, within 10 days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and Federal holidays, after the deviation, send to the responsible Flight Standards office charged with th...
	[Docket No. 16097, 43 FR 46783, Oct. 10, 1978, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§135.21   Manual requirements.
	§135.23   Manual contents.
	§135.25   Aircraft requirements.
	§135.41   Carriage of narcotic drugs, marihuana, and depressant or stimulant drugs or substances.
	§135.43   Crewmember certificates: International operations.

	Subpart B—Flight Operations
	§135.61   General.
	§135.63   Recordkeeping requirements.
	§135.64   Retention of contracts and amendments: Commercial operators who conduct intrastate operations for compensation or hire.
	§135.65   Reporting mechanical irregularities.
	§135.67   Reporting potentially hazardous meteorological conditions and irregularities of ground facilities or navigation aids.
	§135.69   Restriction or suspension of operations: Continuation of flight in an emergency.
	§135.71   Airworthiness check.
	§135.73   Inspections and tests.
	§135.75   Inspectors credentials: Admission to pilots' compartment: Forward observer's seat.
	§135.76   DOD Commercial Air Carrier Evaluator's Credentials: Admission to pilots compartment: Forward observer's seat.
	§135.77   Responsibility for operational control.
	§135.78   Instrument approach procedures and IFR landing minimums.
	§135.79   Flight locating requirements.
	§135.81   Informing personnel of operational information and appropriate changes.
	§135.83   Operating information required.
	§135.85   Carriage of persons without compliance with the passenger-carrying provisions of this part.
	§135.87   Carriage of cargo including carry-on baggage.
	§135.89   Pilot requirements: Use of oxygen.
	§135.91   Oxygen and portable oxygen concentrators for medical use by passengers.
	[Doc. No. 16097, 43 FR 46783, Oct. 10, 1978, as amended by Amdt. 135-60, 61 FR 2616, Jan. 26, 1996; Docket FAA-2014-0554, Amdt. 135-133, 81 FR 33119, May 24, 2016; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018]
	[Docket No. 16097, 43 FR 46783, Oct. 10, 1978, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§135.93   Minimum altitudes for use of autopilot.
	§135.95   Airmen: Limitations on use of services.
	§135.97   Aircraft and facilities for recent flight experience.
	§135.98   Operations in the North Polar Area.
	§135.99   Composition of flight crew.
	§135.100   Flight crewmember duties.
	§135.101   Second in command required under IFR.
	§135.103   [Reserved]
	§135.105   Exception to second in command requirement: Approval for use of autopilot system.
	§135.107   Flight attendant crewmember requirement.
	§135.109   Pilot in command or second in command: Designation required.
	§135.111   Second in command required in Category II operations.
	§135.113   Passenger occupancy of pilot seat.
	§135.115   Manipulation of controls.
	§135.117   Briefing of passengers before flight.
	§135.119   Prohibition against carriage of weapons.
	§135.120   Prohibition on interference with crewmembers.
	§135.121   Alcoholic beverages.
	§135.122   Stowage of food, beverage, and passenger service equipment during aircraft movement on the surface, takeoff, and landing.
	§135.123   Emergency and emergency evacuation duties.
	§135.125   Aircraft security.
	§135.127   Passenger information requirements and smoking prohibitions.
	§135.128   Use of safety belts and child restraint systems.
	§135.129   Exit seating.

	Subpart C—Aircraft and Equipment
	§135.141   Applicability.
	§135.143   General requirements.
	§135.144   Portable electronic devices.
	§135.145   Aircraft proving and validation tests.
	§135.147   Dual controls required.
	§135.149   Equipment requirements: General.
	§135.150   Public address and crewmember interphone systems.
	§135.151   Cockpit voice recorders.
	§135.152   Flight data recorders.
	§135.153   [Reserved]
	§135.154   Terrain awareness and warning system.
	§135.155   Fire extinguishers: Passenger-carrying aircraft.
	§135.156   Flight data recorders: filtered data.
	§135.157   Oxygen equipment requirements.
	§135.158   Pitot heat indication systems.
	(b) A certificate holder may obtain an extension of the April 12, 1981, compliance date specified in paragraph (a) of this section, but not beyond April 12, 1983, from the Executive Director, Flight Standards Service if the certificate holder—
	(1) Shows that due to circumstances beyond its control it cannot comply by the specified compliance date; and
	(2) Submits by the specified compliance date a schedule for compliance, acceptable to the Executive Director, indicating that compliance will be achieved at the earliest practicable date.
	[Doc. No. 18094, Amdt. 135-17, 46 FR 48306, Aug. 31, 1981, as amended by Amdt. 135-33, 54 FR 39294, Sept. 25, 1989; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§135.159   Equipment requirements: Carrying passengers under VFR at night or under VFR over-the-top conditions.
	§135.160   Radio altimeters for rotorcraft operations.
	§135.161   Communication and navigation equipment for aircraft operations under VFR over routes navigated by pilotage.
	§135.163   Equipment requirements: Aircraft carrying passengers under IFR.
	§135.165   Communication and navigation equipment: Extended over-water or IFR operations.
	§135.167   Emergency equipment: Extended overwater operations.
	§135.168   Emergency equipment: Overwater rotorcraft operations.
	(b) Required equipment. Except when authorized by the certificate holder's operations specifications, or when necessary only for takeoff or landing, no person may operate a rotorcraft beyond autorotational distance from the shoreline unless it carries:
	(1) An approved life preserver equipped with an approved survivor locator light for each occupant of the rotorcraft. The life preserver must be worn by each occupant while the rotorcraft is beyond autorotational distance from the shoreline, except for...
	(2) An approved and installed 406 MHz emergency locator transmitter (ELT) with 121.5 MHz homing capability. Batteries used in ELTs must be maintained in accordance with the following—
	(i) Non-rechargeable batteries must be replaced when the transmitter has been in use for more than 1 cumulative hour or when 50% of their useful lives have expired, as established by the transmitter manufacturer under its approval. The new expiration ...
	(ii) Rechargeable batteries used in the transmitter must be recharged when the transmitter has been in use for more than 1 cumulative hour or when 50% of their useful-life-of-charge has expired, as established by the transmitter manufacturer under its...
	(c) [Reserved]
	(d) ELT standards. The ELT required by paragraph (b)(2) of this section must meet the requirements in:
	(1) TSO-C126, TSO-C126a, or TSO-C126b; and
	(2) Section 2 of either RTCA DO-204 or RTCA DO-204A, as specified by the TSO complied with in paragraph (d)(1) of this section.
	(e) ELT alternative compliance. Operators with an ELT required by paragraph (b)(2) of this section, or an ELT with an approved deviation under §21.618 of this chapter, are in compliance with this section.
	(f) Incorporation by reference. The standards required in this section are incorporated by reference into this section with the approval of the Director of the Federal Register under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51. To enforce any edition other than...
	(1) U.S. Department of Transportation, Subsequent Distribution Office, DOT Warehouse M30, Ardmore East Business Center, 3341 Q 75th Avenue, Landover, MD 20785; telephone (301) 322-5377. Copies are also available on the FAA's Web site. Use the followin...
	(i) TSO-C126, 406 MHz Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT), Dec. 23, 1992,
	(ii) TSO-C126a, 406 MHz Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT), Dec. 17, 2008, and
	(iii) TSO-C126b, 406 MHz Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT), Nov. 26, 2012.
	(2) RTCA, Inc., 1150 18th Street NW., Suite 910, Washington, DC 20036, telephone (202) 833-9339, and are also available on RTCA's Web site at http://www.rtca.org/onlinecart/index.cfm.
	(i) RTCA DO-204, Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) 406 MHz Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELTs), Sept. 29, 1989, and
	(ii) RTCA DO-204A, Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) 406 MHz Emergency Locator Transmitters (ELT), Dec. 6, 2007.
	[Doc. No. FAA-2010-0982, 79 FR 9973, Feb. 21, 2014, as amended by Amdt. 135-138, 83 FR 1189, Jan. 10, 2018]
	§135.169   Additional airworthiness requirements.  (a) Except for commuter category airplanes, no person may operate a large airplane unless it meets the additional airworthiness requirements of §§121.213 through 121.283 and 121.307 of this chapter.
	(b) No person may operate a small airplane that has a passenger-seating configuration, excluding pilot seats, of 10 seats or more unless it is type certificated—
	(1) In the transport category;
	(2) Before July 1, 1970, in the normal category and meets special conditions issued by the Administrator for airplanes intended for use in operations under this part;
	(3) Before July 19, 1970, in the normal category and meets the additional airworthiness standards in Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 23;
	(4) In the normal category and meets the additional airworthiness standards in appendix A;
	(5) In the normal category and complies with section 1.(a) of Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 41;
	(6) In the normal category and complies with section 1.(b) of Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 41;
	(7) In the commuter category; or
	(8) In the normal category, as a multi-engine certification level 4 airplane as defined in part 23 of this chapter.
	(c) No person may operate a small airplane with a passenger seating configuration, excluding any pilot seat, of 10 seats or more, with a seating configuration greater than the maximum seating configuration used in that type airplane in operations unde...
	(1) An airplane that is type certificated in the transport category; or
	(2) An airplane that complies with—
	(i) Appendix A of this part provided that its passenger seating configuration, excluding pilot seats, does not exceed 19 seats; or
	(ii) Special Federal Aviation Regulation No. 41.
	(d) Cargo or baggage compartments:
	(1) After March 20, 1991, each Class C or D compartment, as defined in §25.857 of part 25 of this chapter, greater than 200 cubic feet in volume in a transport category airplane type certificated after January 1, 1958, must have ceiling and sidewall p...
	(i) Glass fiber reinforced resin;
	(ii) Materials which meet the test requirements of part 25, appendix F, part III of this chapter; or
	(iii) In the case of liner installations approved prior to March 20, 1989, aluminum.
	(2) For compliance with this paragraph, the term “liner” includes any design feature, such as a joint or fastener, which would affect the capability of the liner to safely contain a fire.
	[Doc. No. 16097, 43 FR 46783, Oct. 10, 1978, as amended by Amdt. 135-2, 44 FR 53731, Sept. 17, 1979; Amdt. 135-21, 52 FR 1836, Jan. 15, 1987; 52 FR 34745, Sept. 14, 1987; Amdt. 135-31, 54 FR 7389, Feb. 17, 1989; Amdt. 135-55, 60 FR 6628, Feb. 2, 1995;...
	§135.170   Materials for compartment interiors.
	§135.171   Shoulder harness installation at flight crewmember stations.
	§135.173   Airborne thunderstorm detection equipment requirements.
	§135.175   Airborne weather radar equipment requirements.
	§135.177   Emergency equipment requirements for aircraft having a passenger seating configuration of more than 19 passengers.
	§135.178   Additional emergency equipment.
	§135.179   Inoperable instruments and equipment.
	(2) The responsible Flight Standards office has issued the certificate holder operations specifications authorizing operations in accordance with an approved Minimum Equipment List. The flight crew shall have direct access at all times prior to flight...
	(3) The approved Minimum Equipment List must:
	(i) Be prepared in accordance with the limitations specified in paragraph (b) of this section.
	(ii) Provide for the operation of the aircraft with certain instruments and equipment in an inoperable condition.
	(4) Records identifying the inoperable instruments and equipment and the information required by (a)(3)(ii) of this section must be available to the pilot.
	(5) The aircraft is operated under all applicable conditions and limitations contained in the Minimum Equipment List and the operations specifications authorizing use of the Minimum Equipment List.
	(b) The following instruments and equipment may not be included in the Minimum Equipment List:
	(1) Instruments and equipment that are either specifically or otherwise required by the airworthiness requirements under which the airplane is type certificated and which are essential for safe operations under all operating conditions.
	(2) Instruments and equipment required by an airworthiness directive to be in operable condition unless the airworthiness directive provides otherwise.
	(3) Instruments and equipment required for specific operations by this part.
	(c) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(3) of this section, an aircraft with inoperable instruments or equipment may be operated under a special flight permit under §§21.197 and 21.199 of this chapter.
	[Doc. No. 25780, 56 FR 12311, Mar. 22, 1991; 56 FR 14920, Apr. 8, 1991, as amended by Amdt. 135-60, 61 FR 2616, Jan. 26, 1996; Amdt. 135-91, 68 FR 54586, Sept. 17, 2003; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018
	§135.180   Traffic Alert and Collision Avoidance System.
	§135.181   Performance requirements: Aircraft operated over-the-top or in IFR conditions.
	§135.183   Performance requirements: Land aircraft operated over water.
	§135.185   Empty weight and center of gravity: Currency requirement.

	Subpart D—VFR/IFR Operating Limitations and Weather Requirements
	§135.201   Applicability.
	§135.203   VFR: Minimum altitudes.
	§135.205   VFR: Visibility requirements.
	§135.207   VFR: Helicopter surface reference requirements.
	§135.209   VFR: Fuel supply.
	§135.211   VFR: Over-the-top carrying passengers: Operating limitations.
	§135.213   Weather reports and forecasts.
	(b) For the purposes of paragraph (a) of this section, weather observations made and furnished to pilots to conduct IFR operations at an airport must be taken at the airport where those IFR operations are conducted, unless the Administrator issues ope...
	[Doc. No. 16097, 43 FR 46783, Oct. 10, 1978, as amended by Amdt. 135-60, 61 FR 2616, Jan. 26, 1996; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§135.215   IFR: Operating limitations.
	§135.217   IFR: Takeoff limitations.
	§135.219   IFR: Destination airport weather minimums.
	§135.221   IFR: Alternate airport weather minimums.
	§135.223   IFR: Alternate airport requirements.
	§135.225   IFR: Takeoff, approach and landing minimums.
	(a) Except to the extent permitted by paragraphs (b) and (j) of this section, no pilot may begin an instrument approach procedure to an airport unless—
	(1) That airport has a weather reporting facility operated by the U.S. National Weather Service, a source approved by U.S. National Weather Service, or a source approved by the Administrator; and
	(2) The latest weather report issued by that weather reporting facility indicates that weather conditions are at or above the authorized IFR landing minimums for that airport.
	(b) A pilot conducting an eligible on-demand operation may begin and conduct an instrument approach procedure to an airport that does not have a weather reporting facility operated by the U.S. National Weather Service, a source approved by the U.S. Na...
	(1) The alternate airport has a weather reporting facility operated by the U.S. National Weather Service, a source approved by the U.S. National Weather Service, or a source approved by the Administrator; and
	(2) The latest weather report issued by the weather reporting facility includes a current local altimeter setting for the destination airport. If no local altimeter setting for the destination airport is available, the pilot may use the current altime...
	(c) Except as provided in paragraph (j) of this section, no pilot may begin the final approach segment of an instrument approach procedure to an airport unless the latest weather reported by the facility described in paragraph (a)(1) of this section i...
	(d) Except as provided in paragraph (j) of this section, a pilot who has begun the final approach segment of an instrument approach to an airport under paragraph (c) of this section, and receives a later weather report indicating that conditions have ...
	(1) The later weather report is received when the aircraft is in one of the following approach phases:
	(i) The aircraft is on an ILS final approach and has passed the final approach fix;
	(ii) The aircraft is on an ASR or PAR final approach and has been turned over to the final approach controller; or
	(iii) The aircraft is on a non-precision final approach and the aircraft—
	(A) Has passed the appropriate facility or final approach fix; or
	(B) Where a final approach fix is not specified, has completed the procedure turn and is established inbound toward the airport on the final approach course within the distance prescribed in the procedure; and
	(2) The pilot in command finds, on reaching the authorized MDA or DA/DH, that the actual weather conditions are at or above the minimums prescribed for the procedure being used.
	(e) The MDA or DA/DH and visibility landing minimums prescribed in part 97 of this chapter or in the operator's operations specifications are increased by 100 feet and 1⁄2 mile respectively, but not to exceed the ceiling and visibility minimums for th...
	(f) Each pilot making an IFR takeoff or approach and landing at a military or foreign airport shall comply with applicable instrument approach procedures and weather minimums prescribed by the authority having jurisdiction over that airport. In additi...
	(1) Take off under IFR when the visibility is less than 1 mile; or
	(2) Make an instrument approach when the visibility is less than 1⁄2 mile.
	(g) If takeoff minimums are specified in part 97 of this chapter for the take- off airport, no pilot may take off an aircraft under IFR when the weather conditions reported by the facility described in paragraph (a)(1) of this section are less than th...
	(h) Except as provided in paragraph (i) of this section, if takeoff minimums are not prescribed in part 97 of this chapter for the takeoff airport, no pilot may takeoff an aircraft under IFR when the weather conditions reported by the facility describ...
	(i) At airports where straight-in instrument approach procedures are authorized, a pilot may takeoff an aircraft under IFR when the weather conditions reported by the facility described in paragraph (a)(1) of this section are equal to or better than t...
	(1) The wind direction and velocity at the time of takeoff are such that a straight-in instrument approach can be made to the runway served by the instrument approach;
	(2) The associated ground facilities upon which the landing minimums are predicated and the related airborne equipment are in normal operation; and
	(3) The certificate holder has been approved for such operations.
	(j) A pilot may begin an instrument approach procedure, or continue an approach, at an airport when the visibility is reported to be less than the visibility minimums prescribed for that procedure if the pilot uses an operable EFVS in accordance with ...
	[Doc. No. 16097, 43 FR 46783, Oct. 10, 1978, as amended by Amdt. 135-91, 68 FR 54586, Sept. 17, 2003; Amdt. 135-93, 69 FR 1641, Jan. 9, 2004; Amdt. 135-110, 72 FR 31685, June 7, 2007; Amdt. 135-126, 77 FR 1632, Jan. 11, 2012; Docket FAA-2013-0485, Amd...
	§135.227   Icing conditions: Operating limitations.
	§135.229   Airport requirements.

	Subpart E—Flight Crewmember Requirements
	§135.241   Applicability.
	§135.243   Pilot in command qualifications.
	(3) The area, as specified in the certificate holder's operations specifications, is an isolated area, as determined by the Flight Standards office, if it is shown that—
	(i) The primary means of navigation in the area is by pilotage, since radio navigational aids are largely ineffective; and
	(ii) The primary means of transportation in the area is by air;
	(4) Each flight is conducted under day VFR with a ceiling of not less than 1,000 feet and visibility not less than 3 statute miles;
	(5) Weather reports or forecasts, or any combination of them, indicate that for the period commencing with the planned departure and ending 30 minutes after the planned arrival at the destination the flight may be conducted under VFR with a ceiling of...
	(6) The distance of each flight from the certificate holder's base of operation to destination does not exceed 250 nautical miles for a pilot who holds a commercial pilot certificate with an airplane rating without an instrument rating, provided the p...
	(7) The areas to be flown are approved by the responsible Flight Standards office and are listed in the certificate holder's operations specifications.
	[Doc. No. 16097, 43 FR 46783, Oct. 10, 1978; Amdt. 135-1, 43 FR 49975, Oct. 26, 1978, as amended by Amdt. 135-15, 46 FR 30971, June 11, 1981; Amdt. 135-58, 60 FR 65939, Dec. 20, 1995; Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 135-139, 83 FR 9175, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§135.244   Operating experience.
	§135.245   Second in command qualifications.
	§135.247   Pilot qualifications: Recent experience.
	§§135.249-135.255   [Reserved]

	Subpart F—Crewmember Flight Time and Duty  Period Limitations and Rest Requirements
	§135.261   Applicability.
	§135.263   Flight time limitations and rest requirements: All certificate holders.
	§135.265   Flight time limitations and rest requirements: Scheduled operations.
	§135.267   Flight time limitations and rest requirements: Unscheduled one- and two-pilot crews.
	§135.269   Flight time limitations and rest requirements: Unscheduled three- and four-pilot crews.
	§135.271   Helicopter hospital emergency medical evacuation service (HEMES).
	§135.273   Duty period limitations and rest time requirements.

	Subpart G—Crewmember Testing Requirements
	§135.291   Applicability.
	§135.293   Initial and recurrent pilot testing requirements.
	§135.295   Initial and recurrent flight attendant crewmember testing requirements.
	§135.297   Pilot in command: Instrument proficiency check requirements.
	§135.299   Pilot in command: Line checks: Routes and airports.
	§135.301   Crewmember: Tests and checks, grace provisions, training to accepted standards.

	Subpart H—Training
	§135.321   Applicability and terms used.
	§135.323   Training program: General.
	§135.324   Training program: Special rules.
	§135.325   Training program and revision: Initial and final approval.
	§135.327   Training program: Curriculum.
	§135.329   Crewmember training requirements.
	§135.330   Crew resource management training.
	§135.331   Crewmember emergency training.
	§135.335   Approval of aircraft simulators and other training devices.
	§135.336   Airline transport pilot certification training program.
	§135.337   Qualifications: Check airmen (aircraft) and check airmen (simulator).
	§135.338   Qualifications: Flight instructors (aircraft) and flight instructors (simulator).
	§135.339   Initial and transition training and checking: Check airmen (aircraft), check airmen (simulator).
	§135.340   Initial and transition training and checking: Flight instructors (aircraft), flight instructors (simulator).
	§135.341   Pilot and flight attendant crewmember training programs.
	§135.343   Crewmember initial and recurrent training requirements.
	§135.345   Pilots: Initial, transition, and upgrade ground training.
	§135.347   Pilots: Initial, transition, upgrade, and differences flight training.
	§135.349   Flight attendants: Initial and transition ground training.
	§135.351   Recurrent training.
	§135.353   [Reserved]

	Subpart I—Airplane Performance Operating Limitations
	§135.361   Applicability.
	§135.363   General.
	§135.364   Maximum flying time outside the United States.
	§135.365   Large transport category airplanes: Reciprocating engine powered: Weight limitations.
	§135.367   Large transport category airplanes: Reciprocating engine powered: Takeoff limitations.
	§135.369   Large transport category airplanes: Reciprocating engine powered: En route limitations: All engines operating.
	§135.371   Large transport category airplanes: Reciprocating engine powered: En route limitations: One engine inoperative.
	§135.373   Part 25 transport category airplanes with four or more engines: Reciprocating engine powered: En route limitations: Two engines inoperative.
	§135.375   Large transport category airplanes: Reciprocating engine powered: Landing limitations: Destination airports.
	§135.377   Large transport category airplanes: Reciprocating engine powered: Landing limitations: Alternate airports.
	§135.379   Large transport category airplanes: Turbine engine powered: Takeoff limitations.
	§135.381   Large transport category airplanes: Turbine engine powered: En route limitations: One engine inoperative.
	§135.383   Large transport category airplanes: Turbine engine powered: En route limitations: Two engines inoperative.
	§135.385   Large transport category airplanes: Turbine engine powered: Landing limitations: Destination airports.
	§135.387   Large transport category airplanes: Turbine engine powered: Landing limitations: Alternate airports.
	§135.389   Large nontransport category airplanes: Takeoff limitations.
	§135.391   Large nontransport category airplanes: En route limitations: One engine inoperative.
	§135.393   Large nontransport category airplanes: Landing limitations: Destination airports.
	§135.395   Large nontransport category airplanes: Landing limitations: Alternate airports.
	§135.397   Small transport category airplane performance operating limitations.
	§135.398   Commuter category airplanes performance operating limitations.
	§135.399   Small nontransport category airplane performance operating limitations.

	Subpart J—Maintenance, Preventive Maintenance, and Alterations
	§135.411   Applicability.
	§135.413   Responsibility for airworthiness.
	§135.415   Service difficulty reports.
	§135.417   Mechanical interruption summary report.
	§135.419   Approved aircraft inspection program.
	§135.421   Additional maintenance requirements.
	§135.422   Aging airplane inspections and records reviews for multiengine airplanes certificated with nine or fewer passenger seats.
	§135.423   Maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration organization.
	§135.425   Maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration programs.
	§135.426   Contract maintenance.
	§135.427   Manual requirements.
	§135.429   Required inspection personnel.
	§135.431   Continuing analysis and surveillance.
	§135.433   Maintenance and preventive maintenance training program.
	§135.435   Certificate requirements.
	§135.437   Authority to perform and approve maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations.
	§135.439   Maintenance recording requirements.
	§135.441   Transfer of maintenance records.
	§135.443   Airworthiness release or aircraft maintenance log entry.

	Subpart K—Hazardous Materials Training Program
	§135.501   Applicability and definitions.
	§135.503   Hazardous materials training: General.
	§135.505   Hazardous materials training required.
	§135.507   Hazardous materials training records.

	Subpart L—Helicopter Air Ambulance Equipment,  Operations, and Training Requirements
	§135.601   Applicability and definitions.
	§135.603   Pilot-in-command instrument qualifications.
	§135.605   Helicopter terrain awareness and warning system (HTAWS).
	§135.607   Flight Data Monitoring System.
	§135.609   VFR ceiling and visibility requirements for Class G airspace.
	§135.611   IFR operations at locations without weather reporting.
	§135.613   Approach/departure IFR transitions.
	§135.615   VFR flight planning.
	§135.617   Pre-flight risk analysis.
	§135.619   Operations control centers.
	§135.621   Briefing of medical personnel.
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	PART 145
	PART 145—REPAIR STATIONS
	Subpart A—General
	§145.1   Applicability.
	§145.3   Definition of terms.
	§145.5   Certificate and operations specifications requirements.
	§145.12   Repair station records: Falsification, reproduction, alteration, or omission.

	Subpart B—Certification
	§145.51   Application for certificate.
	§145.53   Issue of certificate.
	§145.55   Duration and renewal of certificate.
	§145.57   Amendment to or transfer of certificate.
	§145.59   Ratings.
	§145.61   Limited ratings.

	Subpart C—Housing, Facilities, Equipment, Materials, and Data
	§145.101   General.
	§145.103   Housing and facilities requirements.
	§145.105   Change of location, housing, or facilities.
	§145.107   Satellite repair stations.
	§145.109   Equipment, materials, and data requirements.

	Subpart D—Personnel
	§145.151   Personnel requirements.
	§145.153   Supervisory personnel requirements.
	§145.155   Inspection personnel requirements.
	§145.157   Personnel authorized to approve an article for return to service.
	§145.159   Recommendation of a person for certification as a repairman.
	§145.160   Employment of former FAA employees.
	§145.161   Records of management, supervisory, and inspection personnel.
	§145.163   Training requirements.

	Subpart E—Operating Rules
	§145.201   Privileges and limitations of certificate.
	§145.203   Work performed at another location.
	§145.205   Maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations performed for certificate holders under parts 121, 125, and 135, and for foreign air carriers or foreign persons operating a U.S.-registered aircraft in common carriage under part 129.
	§145.206   Notification of hazardous materials authorizations.
	§145.207   Repair station manual.
	(d) A certificated repair station must provide to its responsible Flight Standards office the current repair station manual in a format acceptable to the FAA.
	(e) A certificated repair station must notify its responsible Flight Standards office of each revision of its repair station manual in accordance with the procedures required by §145.209(j).
	[Docket No. FAA-1999-5836, 66 FR 41117, Aug. 6, 2001, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 145-32, 83 FR 9176, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§145.209   Repair station manual contents.
	§145.211   Quality control system.
	§145.213   Inspection of maintenance, preventive maintenance, or alterations.
	§145.215   Capability list.
	(d) Upon listing an additional article on its capability list, the repair station must provide its responsible Flight Standards office with a copy of the revised list in accordance with the procedures required in §145.209(d)(1).
	[Docket No. FAA-1999-5836, 66 FR 41117, Aug. 6, 2001, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 145-32, 83 FR 9176, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§145.217   Contract maintenance.
	(2) The repair station maintains and makes available to its responsible Flight Standards office, in a format acceptable to the FAA, the following information:
	(i) The maintenance functions contracted to each outside facility; and
	(ii) The name of each outside facility to whom the repair station contracts maintenance functions and the type of certificate and ratings, if any, held by each facility.
	(b) A certificated repair station may contract a maintenance function pertaining to an article to a noncertificated person provided—
	(1) The noncertificated person follows a quality control system equivalent to the system followed by the certificated repair station;
	(2) The certificated repair station remains directly in charge of the work performed by the noncertificated person; and
	(3) The certificated repair station verifies, by test and/or inspection, that the work has been performed satisfactorily by the noncertificated person and that the article is airworthy before approving it for return to service.
	(c) A certificated repair station may not provide only approval for return to service of a complete type-certificated product following contract maintenance, preventive maintenance, or alterations.
	[Docket No. FAA-1999-5836, 66 FR 41117, Aug. 6, 2001, as amended by Docket FAA-2018-0119, Amdt. 145-32, 83 FR 9176, Mar. 5, 2018]
	§145.219   Recordkeeping.
	§145.221   Service difficulty reports.
	§145.223   FAA inspections.
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	§ 183.43   Application.
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	§ 183.47   Qualifications.
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	1. PURPOSE OF THIS ADVISORY CIRCULAR (AC). This AC provides information and guidance for use in determining the quality, eligibility, and traceability of aeronautical parts and materials intended for installation on U.S. type certificated (TC) product...
	2. AUDIENCE. This AC is intended for use by aircraft operators, maintenance organizations, and maintenance personnel when determining the quality, eligibility, and traceability of aeronautical parts and materials intended for installation on U.S. TC’d...
	3. WHERE YOU CAN FIND THIS AC. You can find this AC on the FAA’s website at http://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars.
	4. WHAT THIS AC CANCELS. AC 20-62D, Eligibility, Quality, and Identification of Approved Aeronautical Replacement Parts, dated May 24, 1996, is canceled.
	5. RELATED CFR PARTS. Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) parts 1, 21, 39, 43, 45, 91, 119, 121, 125, 129, 135, and 145
	6. DEFINITIONS. The following definitions apply to this AC:
	a. Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)-Approved Parts. Under part 21, §§ 21.8 and 21.9, articles produced under an FAA-approved production system, and which conform to FAA-approved data, may be approved under the following:
	(1) A Parts Manufacturer Approval (PMA) issued under part 21 subpart K.
	(2) A Technical Standard Order Authorization (TSOA) issued under part 21 subpart O.
	(3) In conjunction with type certification procedures for a product. In any manner approved by the Administrator, such as part 21 subparts F and G. In addition, part 21 subpart N provides for the acceptance of a new part produced in a country or juris...

	b. Acceptable Parts. The following parts may be found to be acceptable for installation on a TC’d product:
	(1) Standard parts (such as nuts and bolts) conforming to an established industry or U.S. specification.
	(2) Parts produced by an owner or operator for maintaining or altering their own product and which are shown to conform to FAA-approved data.
	(3) Parts for which inspections and tests have been accomplished by appropriately certificated persons authorized to determine conformity to FAA-approved design.
	(4) Parts fabricated by an appropriately rated certificate holder with a quality system and consumed in the repair or alteration of a product or article in accordance with part 43.
	(5) A commercial part as defined in § 21.1.

	c. Article. Means a material, part, component, process, or appliance.
	d. Commercial Part. An article that is listed on an FAA-approved Commercial Parts List included in a design approval holder’s (DAH) instructions for continued airworthiness (ICA) in accordance with § 21.50.
	e. Product. An aircraft, aircraft engine, or propeller.
	f. Standard Part. A part manufactured in complete compliance with an established U.S. Government or industry-accepted specification, which includes design, manufacturing, and uniform identification requirements. The specification must include all info...
	g. Interface Component. An article that serves as a functional interface between an aircraft and an aircraft engine, an aircraft engine and a propeller, or an aircraft and a propeller. An interface component is designated by the holder of the TC or Su...
	h. Surplus. Describes a product, assembly, part, or material that has been released as surplus by the military, manufacturers, owners/operators, repair facilities, or any other parts supplier. These products should show traceability to an FAA-approved...
	i. Overhauled. Describes an airframe, aircraft engine, propeller, appliance, or component part using methods, techniques, and practices acceptable to the Administrator, which has undergone the following:
	(1) Has been disassembled, cleaned, inspected, repaired when necessary, and reassembled to the extent possible.
	(2) Has been tested in accordance with approved standards and technical data, or current standards and technical data acceptable to the Administrator (i.e., manufacturer’s data), which have been developed and documented by the holder of one of the fol...

	j. Rebuilt. A used product or article that has been completely disassembled, inspected, repaired as necessary, reassembled, tested, and approved in the same manner and to the same tolerances and limits as a new item with either new or used parts. Howe...
	k. Return to Service Inspection Records. The person approving or disapproving for return to service a TC’d product must ensure that the required maintenance record entries comply with part 43, and therefore must include the following information:
	l. As Is. Describes any airframe, aircraft engine, propeller, appliance, component part, or material, the condition of which is unknown.
	m. Appropriate Certificated Person. As related to approval for return to service after maintenance, preventive maintenance, rebuilding, or alteration, it can include the holder of a:
	(1) Mechanic Certificate. May perform maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alterations as provided in 14 CFR part 65.
	(2) Inspection Authorization (IA). May inspect and approve for return to service any aircraft or related part or appliance (except aircraft maintained in accordance with a Continuous Airworthiness Maintenance Program (CAMP) under part 121 or 135) afte...
	(3) Repair Station Certificate Under Part 145. May perform maintenance, preventive maintenance, or alterations as provided in part 145.
	(4) Air Carriers. Air carriers operating may perform maintenance, preventive maintenance, or alterations as provided under part 119, 121, 125, 129, or 135.
	(5) Private Pilot Certificate (for Preventive Maintenance). May perform preventive maintenance described in part 43 appendix A on any aircraft operated by the pilot except, those aircraft operated under part 119, 121, 125, 129, or 135.
	(6) Manufacturer’s TC or Production Certificate (PC). May rebuild or alter any product or article which it manufactured under a TC or PC. Section 43.3(j) also allows for the rebuilding or alteration of any product or article which it manufactures unde...

	n. Owner/Operator Produced Part. Parts that were produced by an owner/operator for installation on their own aircraft (i.e., by a certificated air carrier). An owner/operator is considered a producer of a part, if the owner participated in controlling...
	o. Time-Limited Part. Means any part for which a mandatory replacement limit is specified in the type design, the ICA, or the maintenance manual.

	7. RELATED READING MATERIALS (current editions):
	8. DISCUSSION. The FAA continues to receive reports of replacement parts being offered for sale as aircraft quality when the quality and origin of the parts are unknown or questionable. Such parts may be advertised or presented as unused, like-new, or...
	a. Replacement of Parts and Materials. The performance rules for replacement of parts and materials used in the maintenance, preventive maintenance, and alteration of aircraft that have (or have had) a U.S. airworthiness certificate, and components th...
	b. Replacement of Articles. The continued airworthiness of an aircraft, which includes the replacement of articles, is the responsibility of the owner/operator, as specified in parts 91, 119, 121, 125, 129, and 135; and §§ 91.403, 121.363, 125.243, an...
	c. Conforming to Regulations. As part of determining whether installation of an article conforms with all applicable regulations, the installer should establish that the article was manufactured under a production approval pursuant to part 21, that an...

	9. IDENTIFICATION OF REPLACEMENT PARTS. Acceptable replacement articles should be identified using one of the following methods:
	a. Airworthiness Approval Tag. FAA Form 8130-3, Authorized Release Certificate, Airworthiness Approval Tag, may be used when exporting products or articles to meet the requirements of bilateral agreements between the United States and other countries....
	b. Foreign-Manufactured Replacement Parts. New foreign-manufactured parts for use on U.S. TC’d products may be imported when there is a Bilateral Airworthiness Agreement (BAA) between the country of manufacture and the United States, and the part meet...
	(1) The certification may be verified on a form similar to the FAA Form 8130-3 (i.e., European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), EASA Form One), used by European member countries of the EASA with which the United States has a BAA. The EASA is an organiza...
	(2) Used parts may be identified by the records required for approval for return to service as set forth in § 43.9. FAA Form 8130-3 may be used for this purpose if the requirements of § 43.9 are contained in or attached to the form and approved for re...
	(3) The use of an authorization tag does not approve the installation of a part on a TC’d product. Additional substantiated authorization for compliance with part 43 and the FAA-approved data for major repairs and alterations may be required for insta...

	c. FAA Technical Standard Order (TSO) Markings. A TSOA is issued under § 21.611 and marked in accordance with part 45, § 45.15. A TSOA must be permanently and legibly marked with the following:
	d. FAA-PMA Symbol. An FAA-PMA is issued under § 21.311. Each PMA part should be marked with the letters, “FAA-PMA,” in accordance with § 45.15:
	e. PAH’s Documents or Markings. Documents or markings such as shipping tickets and invoices may provide evidence that a part was produced by a manufacturer holding an FAA-approved manufacturing process.
	f. Direct Ship Authority. In order for U.S. manufactured parts with direct ship authority to be recognized as being produced under a manufacturer’s FAA production approval, the manufacturer must specifically authorize the shipping supplier, in writing...
	g. Maintenance Release Document. A release, signed by an appropriately certificated person, qualified for the relevant function that signifies that the item has been returned to service after maintenance or test function has been completed. This type ...
	h. Identification of Critical Components. Each person who produces a part for which there is a replacement time or an inspection interval must mark the part in accordance with § 45.15.
	i. Marking of Life-Limited Parts. The TC or design holder must provide a means of marking a life-limited part when requested by a person to comply with § 43.10.

	10. INFORMATION RELEVANT TO USED PARTS. The following information may be useful when assessing maintenance records and part status.
	a. Documentation. If the part has been rebuilt, overhauled, inspected, modified, or repaired, the records should include a maintenance release, return to service tag, repaired parts tag, or similar documentation from an FAA-certificated person. Docume...
	b. Information to Obtain. The records should include information, either directly or by reference, to support documentation that may be helpful to the user or installer in making a final determination as to the airworthiness and eligibility of the par...
	(1) Airworthiness Directives (AD) status.
	(2) Compliance or noncompliance with Service Bulletins (SB).
	(3) Life-limited parts status (i.e., time, time since overhaul, cycles, history) should be substantiated. If the part is serialized and life-limited, then both operational time and/or cycles (where applicable) must be indicated. Historical records tha...
	(4) Shelf-life data, including manufacturing date or cure date.
	(5) Return to service date.
	(6) Shortages applicable to assemblies or kits.
	(7) Import or export certification documents.
	(8) The name of the person who removed the part.
	(9) FAA Form 337.
	(10) Maintenance manual standards used for performing maintenance.

	c. Unusual Circumstances. If a particular part was obtained from any of the following, then it should be so identified by some type of documentation (i.e., maintenance record entries, removal entries, overhaul records).
	(1) Noncertificated aircraft (aircraft without airworthiness certificate; i.e., public use, non-U.S., and military surplus aircraft).
	(2) Aircraft, aircraft engines, propellers, or appliances subjected to extreme stress, sudden stoppage, heat, major failure, or accident.
	(3) Salvaged aircraft or aircraft components.

	d. Seller’s Designation. The seller may be able to provide documentation that shows traceability to an FAA-approved manufacturing procedure for one of the following:
	(1) Parts produced by an FAA-PAH by TC, PC, PMA, TSOA.
	(2) Parts produced by a foreign manufacturer (in accordance with part 21 subpart N).
	(3) Standard parts produced by a named manufacturer.
	(4) Parts distributed with direct ship authority.
	(5) Parts produced, for the work being accomplished, by a repair station to accomplish a repair or alteration on a specific TC’d product.
	(6) Parts produced by an owner or operator for installation on the owner’s or operator’s aircraft (i.e., by a certificated air carrier).
	(7) Parts with removal records showing traceability to a U.S.-certificated aircraft, signed by an appropriately certificated person.

	e. Manufactured. The manufacturer of the part should be identified; if not identified it may be difficult to prove that the part is acceptable for installation on a TC’d product.
	f. Certificates and Approvals Held.
	(1) Manufacturers. The certificate or approval held by the manufacturer, TC, PC, TSOA, or PMA may be listed; if not known, state as unknown.
	(2) Air Agencies. The certificate held by the air agencies. Part 145 may be listed. If not known, state as unknown.
	(3) Air Operator. The certificate held by air operators, parts 119, 121, 125, and 135.

	g. Part Description. Indicate the part’s physical description for positive identification.
	h. Part Number. Document the manufacturer’s part number or, if the part has been modified, the amended part number.
	i. Serial Number. Document the specific part’s serial number, if so marked. Determine if serialized part has any life or overhaul limitations.
	j. Disposition of Life-Limited Aircraft Parts. After April 15, 2002, each person who removes a life-limited part from a TC’d product must ensure that the part is controlled in accordance with § 43.10.

	11. SURPLUS. Many materials, parts, appliances, and components that have been released as surplus by the military service or by manufacturers may originate from obsolete or overstocked items. Parts obtained from surplus sources may be used, provided i...
	12. CONDITIONS FOR SAFE OPERATION. Parts and materials should be properly stored, protected, and maintained to ensure airworthiness. The following factors should be considered when determining airworthiness:
	a. Composite Materials. Generally, most composite materials (thermoset polymers) have a refrigeration shelf life recommended by the manufacturer. Composite materials must be kept refrigerated in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended temperatu...
	b. Anti-Friction Bearings. Anti-friction bearings that have been in storage for a long period of time or that have been improperly stored are subject to the deteriorating effects of time and elements, unless they were hermetically sealed. Such parts s...
	c. Aircraft Fabric. Fabric and prefabricated covers should be used only if they are identifiable as meeting aircraft standards. All fabric should be examined or tested for freedom from deterioration, as determined by an appropriately certificated person.
	d. Dope, Paint, Sealants, and Adhesives. These items advertised as aircraft quality may have deteriorated due to age or environmental conditions, while in storage, and may require testing before use.
	e. Parts with Internal Seals. Internal seals on parts such as pumps, valves, actuators, motors, generators, and alternators are subject to deterioration from long-term storage and are susceptible to early failure in service. A procedure should be esta...
	f. Rotating Components. Rotating components, such as propellers, engine parts, and rotor blades, may have a life-limit or retirement life. Maintenance records should reflect a complete continuity of service time and repair history. Information that in...
	g. Heat and Fire. Parts that may have been exposed to heat or fire can be seriously affected and are likely unserviceable.
	h. Corrosives. Foreign or corrosive liquids can also be detrimental on aircraft parts. Parts, appliances, and components that have been submerged in saltwater may be unserviceable parts.
	i. Manufacturing Rejects. The manufacturers may offer parts that failed the manufacturers’ quality assurance (QA) inspection criteria for conformity to type design, for sale as scrap without being mutilated or destroyed rendering them unusable, and ar...
	j. Damaged Aircraft. Parts removed from an aircraft involved in an accident may have been subjected to undue stresses that may have seriously affected structural integrity and rendered them permanently unusable.
	k. Rebuilt Engines. Only engines that are rebuilt by a manufacturer holding an FAA production approval, an agency approved by the PAH, or an appropriately rated FAA-certificated agency can be considered as zero timed. (Refer to § 91.421.)

	13. ELECTRICAL PARTS AND INSTRUMENTS.
	a. Electronic Kits. Kits assembled by noncertificated individuals are not eligible for installation on TC’d aircraft until the part is certified as airworthy and found eligible for installation in accordance with parts 21 and 43. During and after asse...
	b. Discrete Electrical and Electronic Component Parts. Electrical and electronic parts, such as resistors, capacitors, diodes, and transistors, if not specifically marked by the equipment manufacturer’s part number or marking scheme, may be substitute...
	c. Aircraft Software Parts. For eligibility, quality, and identification of aircraft software parts, refer to AC 43-216.
	d. Aircraft Instruments. Instruments advertised as high quality, looks good, or remanufactured or that were acquired from aircraft involved in an accident should not be put in service unless they are inspected, tested, and/or overhauled as necessary, ...

	14. KNOW YOUR SUPPLIERS.
	a. Used and Repaired Parts. In addition to unapproved parts, used or repaired parts may be offered for sale as like-new, near new, and remanufactured. Such terms do not aid the purchaser in positively determining whether the part is acceptable for ins...
	b. Caution. It is the installer’s responsibility to ensure airworthiness. Aircraft parts distributors, aircraft supply companies, or aircraft electronic parts distributors, unless they are a PAH, cannot certify the airworthiness of the parts they adve...

	15. REPORTING SUSPECTED UNAPPROVED PARTS (SUP).
	a. SUPs. SUPs are parts, components, or materials that may not be approved or acceptable, as described in subparagraphs 4a and b. Some appear to be as good as the part manufactured from an FAA-approved source; however, there may be manufacturing proce...
	b. How to Report SUPs. Persons with possible knowledge of safety violations or other circumstances that may affect aviation safety are encouraged to report them in accordance with AC 21-29.

	16. SUMMARY. The approval for return to service after maintenance of aircraft, engines, propellers, appliances, and materials and parts thereof is the responsibility of the person who performs the maintenance and who signs the record for approval for ...
	17. AC FEEDBACK FORM. For your convenience, the AC Feedback Form is the last page of this AC. Note any deficiencies found, clarifications needed, or suggested improvements regarding the contents of this AC on the Feedback Form.

	AC_21-12C
	Figure D-3.  Sample FAA Form 8130-6, Application for U.S. Airworthiness Certificate, Standard – Used Aircraft in the Transport Category (No Previous U.S. Airworthiness Certificate Issued)
	 Figure D-4.  Sample FAA Form 8130-6, Application for U.S. Airworthiness Certificate, Standard – Import Glider


	AC_43.9-1G
	1 PURPOSE OF THIS ADVISORY CIRCULAR (AC). This AC provides instructions for completing Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Form 337, Major Repair and Alteration (Airframe, Powerplant, Propeller, or Appliance).
	2 AUDIENCE. This AC applies to all aircraft owners.
	3 WHERE YOU CAN FIND THIS AC. You can find this AC on the FAA’s website at http://www.faa.gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars.
	4 WHAT THIS AC CANCELS. AC 43.9-1F, Instructions for Completion of FAA Form 337, dated January 25, 2007, is canceled.
	5 RELATED REGULATIONS. Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) part 43, §§ 43.5, 43.7, 43.9, and appendix B.
	6 RELATED INFORMATION. FAA Form 337 is free and available at all FAA Manufacturing Inspection District Offices (MIDO), Responsible Flight Standards Offices (RFSO), International Field Offices (IFO), certificate management offices (CMO), and online at ...
	6.1 Purpose of FAA Form 337. The form serves three main purposes:
	6.2 Completion of FAA Form 337. This form can be completed on paper or by using the electronic FAA Form 337. Information can be found online at http://eformservice.faa.gov/eForm337.aspx or by contacting your RFSO.

	7 ELECTRONIC FORMAT.
	7.1 Electronic Tracking Number. In the upper right corner of the form’s header, there is a block titled “Electronic Tracking Number.” This block is used only in the electronic version to automatically apply a number that identifies and retrieves forms...
	7.2 Watermark. Under current policy, the header block titled “For FAA Use Only” has no official use except as a watermark applied automatically to indicate submittal when using electronic media.

	8 FORM INSTRUCTIONS. The person who performs or supervises a major repair or major alteration must prepare FAA Form 337. The form is executed at least in duplicate and is used to record major repairs and major alterations made to an aircraft, airframe...
	8.1 Item 1 – Aircraft. The “Nationality and Registration Mark” is the same as shown on Aircraft Certification (AC) Form 8050-3, Certificate of Aircraft Registration. An “N” prefix denotes the nationality for U.S.-registered aircraft. Information to co...
	8.2 Item 2 – Owner. Enter the aircraft owner’s complete name and address as shown on AC Form 8050-3. When work is performed during a change in ownership, it is permissible to use the name and address shown on AC Form 8050-1, Aircraft Registration Appl...
	8.3 Item 3 – For FAA Use Only. Indicate approval in Item 3 when the FAA determines that data used to perform a major repair or major alteration conforms to accepted industry practices and is in compliance with current guidance and regulatory requireme...
	8.3.1 Approval of Data by Examination Only. Enter the following statement on FAA Form 337 when the data package is reviewed and a data approval is completed:
	“The data identified herein complies with the applicable airworthiness requirements and is approved for the above described aircraft, subject to conformity inspection by a person authorized in section 43.7.”

	8.3.2 Approval of Data by Physical Inspection. Enter the following statement on FAA Form 337 when a physical inspection, demonstration, or other type of test of an aircraft is satisfactorily performed and an installation approval is completed:
	“Approval by Physical Inspection, Demonstration, Testing, etc.—One Aircraft: The alteration or repair identified herein complies with the applicable airworthiness requirements and is approved for the above described aircraft, subject to conformity ins...

	8.3.3 Designated Airworthiness Representative Statement of Completeness. Authorized designee certification of data indicates that the data in Item 8, Description of Work Accomplished, comes from FAA-approved sources and addresses all the original cert...
	“The alteration identified herein has been reviewed and found to be complete with appropriate Designated Engineering Representative approvals. All aspects of the alteration(s) are compatible and eligible for use on the above described aircraft, subjec...

	8.3.4 Overweight Aircraft Operating Under a Special Flight Permit. Enter the following statement as part of the recordkeeping requirements for overweight flight permits contained in FAA Order 8130.2, Airworthiness Certification of Aircraft:
	“No person may operate this aircraft, as altered herein, unless it has within it an appropriate and current special flight permit issued under part 21.” (Refer to Order 8130.2.)


	8.4 Item 4 – Type. Enter a checkmark in the appropriate column to indicate whether the unit was repaired or altered. Use only one “Type” line per form.
	8.5 Item 5 – Unit Identification. Use the information blocks under Item 5 to identify the airframe, powerplant, propeller, or appliance that has been repaired or altered. It is only necessary to complete the blocks for the unit repaired or altered. Th...
	8.6 Item 6 – Conformity Statement.
	8.6.1 “A” – Agency’s Name and Address. Enter the name of the certificated person or entity accomplishing the repair or alteration. Mechanics should enter their name and permanent mailing address. Manufacturers, repair stations, and certificated mainte...
	8.6.2 “B” – Kind of Agency. Check the appropriate box to indicate the type of person or organization that performed the work.
	8.6.3 “C” – Certificate Number. Enter the appropriate certificate number for the “Kind of Agency” entered in Item 6B of the form. Mechanics should enter their Mechanic Certificate number. Certificated maintenance organizations and repair stations shou...
	8.6.4 “D” – Conformity Statement. Use this space to certify that the repair or alteration complies with part 43. When work was performed or supervised by certificated mechanics, they should enter the completion date of the repair or alteration and sig...
	8.6.5 Fuel Tank Modification. For modifications involving installation of extended range fuel tanks in the passenger or baggage compartment as described in part 43, appendix B, check the box provided to indicate the modification.

	8.7 Item 7 – Approval for Return to Service. Part 43 establishes the conditions under which major repairs or major alterations to airframes, powerplants, propellers, and appliances may be approved for return to service. This portion of the form is use...
	8.7.1 Check the “Approved” or “Rejected” box to indicate the finding. Rejected forms will be returned to the person who made the modification, as identified in Item 6, for correction. Approved forms will be completed, signed, and submitted to the airc...
	8.7.2 Check the appropriate box to indicate who made the finding. Use the box labeled “Other” to indicate a finding by a person other than those listed. This box is reserved for any entity, not otherwise identified, that the FAA may authorize to perfo...
	8.7.3 Before approving FAA Form 337, it is the responsibility of the person approving the product for return to service to ensure that all the work described in Item 8 matches approved data and that the information presented on the form is complete.
	8.7.4 If the form is not accepted by the aircraft registry for any reason, it will be routed through the responsible FAA office back to the approval for return to service agent identified in Item 7.

	8.8 Item 8 – Description of Work Accomplished.
	8.8.1 Enter a clear, concise, and legible statement describing the work accomplished in Item 8 on the reverse side of FAA Form 337. It is important to describe the location of the repair or alteration relative to the aircraft or component. If making a...
	8.8.2 The description should refer to all applicable 14 CFR sections and to the FAA-approved data used to substantiate the airworthiness of the repair or alteration. Forms of FAA-approved data are contained in Order 8300.16 and AC 43-210, Standardized...
	8.8.3 If additional space is needed to describe the repair or alteration for Item 8, check the “Additional Sheets Are Attached” box at the bottom of the page. Attach sheets showing the aircraft nationality, registration mark, and the date the work was...
	8.8.4 Showing Weight and Balance (W&B) computations under Item 8 is not required but it may be done. If W&B of the aircraft are affected by the work described on FAA Form 337, the changes should be entered in the aircraft W&B records with the date, si...
	8.8.5 AC 20-188, paragraph 4, provides examples of potentially hazardous additions of new modification to existing aircraft.
	8.8.6 AC 20-188, paragraph 5, provides the aircraft owner/operator guidance on how to assess the STC compatibility and other considerations as part of the evaluation.
	8.8.7 AC 20-188, paragraph 6, advises installers of their responsibilities in the compatibility assessment.
	8.8.8 AC 20-188, paragraph 7, provides guidance on how to address the non-compatible modifications.


	9 ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESSING. FAA Form 337 will be executed in duplicate with one signed copy given to the aircraft owner and one copy forwarded to the FAA within 48 hours after the airframe, aircraft engine, propeller, or appliance is installed on an ...
	9.1 Approved Data. Complete the form as instructed in this AC, excluding Item 3, and ensure that Items 6 and 7 have been properly executed. Give a copy of the form to the aircraft owner/operator and send a duplicate copy to the Aircraft Registration B...
	9.2 Unapproved Data. Complete the form as instructed in this AC, leaving Items 6 and 7 blank. Both copies of the form and any supplemental data will be sent to the FAA office. When the FAA determines that the major repair or major alteration data comp...
	9.3 Signatures of FAA Form 337.
	9.3.1 An FAA inspector’s signature in Item 3 indicates approval of the data described in that section for use in accomplishing the work described in Item 8 of the form. The statement of completeness in Item 3 by an appropriately rated designee is a “c...
	9.3.2 A signature in Item 6 is a certification by the person performing the work that the work complies with all applicable airworthiness requirements and FAA-approved data. The certification is applicable only to the work described in Item 8 or attac...
	9.3.3 A signature in Item 7 by a Flight Standards inspector or designee constitutes an authorized approval for return to service. A signature is not an approval of data. Data approval procedures are performed in Item 3 by an authorized individual and ...
	9.3.4 If engineering assistance was requested, written Aircraft Certification Office (ACO) concurrence (e.g., memo or email) becomes an attachment to FAA Form 337.

	9.4 U.S. Military and Foreign Use. FAA Form 337 is not authorized for use with aircraft not registered in the United States. The form may be provided to the U.S. Military or a foreign civil air authority if it is requested as a record of work performe...
	9.5 Completed Forms. Completed forms should be submitted to the Aircraft Registration Branch, P.O. Box 25504, Oklahoma City, OK 73125. Electronic forms are submitted automatically through the website at http://eformservice.faa.gov/eForm337.aspx.

	10 AC FEEDBACK FORM. For your convenience, the AC Feedback Form is the last page of this AC. Note any deficiencies found, clarifications needed, or suggested improvements regarding the contents of this AC on the Feedback Form.
	APPENDIX A.   FAA FORM 337
	APPENDIX A.   FAA FORM 337


	AC_43-9C_CHG_2
	AC 43-9C CHG 2_FAA Web (no FBF)
	1. PURPOSE. This advisory circular (AC) describes methods, procedures, and practices that have been determined to be acceptable means of showing compliance with the General Aviation (GA) maintenance record-making and recordkeeping requirements of Titl...
	2. PRINCIPAL CHANGES. This change to AC 43-9C updates paragraph 15 by adding maintenance manuals to the list of documents containing aircraft/powerplant part life limits and reorganizes the table in Appendix 1, Airworthiness Directive Compliance Recor...
	1. PURPOSE. This advisory circular (AC) describes methods, procedures, and practices that have been determined to be acceptable means of showing compliance with the General Aviation (GA) maintenance record-making and recordkeeping requirements of Titl...
	2. CANCELLATION. AC 43-9B, Maintenance Records, dated January 9, 1984, is canceled.
	3. RELATED REGULATIONS. Title 14 CFR parts 1, 43, 91, and 145.
	4. DISCUSSION. The CFR states that a U.S. Standard Airworthiness Certificate is effective until it is surrendered, suspended, revoked, or a termination date is otherwise established by the Administrator. In addition to those terms, a U.S. Standard Air...
	5. MAINTENANCE RECORD REQUIREMENTS.
	a. Responsibilities. Part 91, § 91.417 states that an aircraft owner/operator shall keep and maintain aircraft maintenance records. However, part 43, § 43.9 states that each person who maintains, performs preventive maintenance, rebuilds, or alters an...
	b. Maintenance Records that Are to Be Retained. Section 91.405 requires each owner or operator to ensure that maintenance personnel make appropriate entries in the maintenance records to indicate that the aircraft has been approved for return to servi...
	c. Section 91.417(a)(1). Requires a record of maintenance for each aircraft (including the airframe) and each engine, propeller, rotor, and appliance of an aircraft. This does not require separate or individual records for each of these items. It does...
	d. Section 91.417(a)(1)(i). Is identical to § 43.9(a)(1) and requires the maintenance record entry to include “a description of the work performed.” The description should be in sufficient detail to permit a person unfamiliar with the work to understa...
	e. Section 91.417(a)(1)(ii). Is identical to § 43.9(a)(2) and requires entries to contain the date the work was completed. This is normally the date upon which the work is approved for return to service. However, when work is accomplished by one perso...
	f. Section 91.417(a)(1)(iii). Differs slightly from § 43.9(a)(4) in that it requires the entry to indicate only the signature and certificate number of the person approving the work for return to service, and does not require the type of certificate b...
	g. Section 91.417(a)(2). Requires six items to be made a part of the maintenance record and maintained as such. Section 43.9 does not require maintenance personnel to enter these items. Section 43.11 requires some of them to be part of entries made fo...
	(1) Section 91.417(a)(2)(i). Requires a record of total time in service to be kept for the airframe, each engine, and each propeller. Part 1, § 1.1, Definitions, defines time in service, with respect to maintenance time records, as that time from the ...
	(a) Some circumstances impact the owner’s or operator’s ability to comply with § 91.417(a)(2)(i). For example, in the case of rebuilt engines, the owner or operator would not have a way of knowing the total time in service, since § 91.421 permits the ...
	(b) Many components presently in service were put into service before the requirements to keep maintenance records on them. Propellers are probably foremost in this group. In these instances, practicable procedures for compliance with the record requi...
	(c) Sometimes engines are assembled from modules (turbojet and some turbopropeller engines) and a true total time in service for the total engine is not kept. If owners and operators wish to take advantage of this modular design, then total time in se...

	(2) Section 91.417(a)(2)(ii). Requires the current status of life-limited parts to be part of the maintenance record. If total time in service of the aircraft, engine, propeller, etc., is entered in the record when a life-limited part is installed and...
	(3) Section 91.417(a)(2)(iii). Requires the maintenance record to indicate the time since last overhaul of all items installed on the aircraft that are required to be overhauled on a specified time basis. The explanation in paragraph 5g(2) also applie...
	(4) Section 91.417(a)(2)(iv). Deals with the current inspection status and requires it to be reflected in the maintenance record. Again, the explanation in paragraph 5g(2) is appropriate even though § 43.11(a)(2) requires maintenance persons to determ...
	(5) Section 91.417(a)(2)(v). Requires the current status of applicable ADs to be a part of the maintenance record. The record is to include, at minimum, the method used to comply with the AD, the AD number, and revision date; and if the AD has require...
	(6) Section 91.417(a)(2)(vi). In the past, the owner or operator has been permitted to maintain a list of current major alterations to the airframe, engine(s), propeller(s), rotor(s), or appliances. This procedure did not produce a record of value to ...


	6. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE.
	a. Preventive maintenance is defined in § 1.1. Part 43 appendix A paragraph (c) lists those items which a pilot may accomplish under § 43.3(g). Section 43.7 authorizes appropriately rated repair stations and mechanics and persons holding at least a pr...
	b. The type of certificate exercised when maintenance or preventive maintenance is accomplished must be indicated in the maintenance record. Pilots may use PP, commercial pilot (CP), or air transport pilot (ATP) to indicate private, commercial, or Air...

	7. REBUILT ENGINE MAINTENANCE RECORDS.
	a. Section 91.421 provides that zero time may be granted to an engine that has been rebuilt by a manufacturer or an agency approved by the manufacturer. When this is done, the owner/operator may use a new maintenance record without regard to previous ...
	b. The manufacturer or an agency approved by the manufacturer that rebuilds and grants zero time to an engine is required by § 91.421 to provide a signed statement containing:
	(1)  The date the engine was rebuilt;
	(2)  Each change made, as required by an AD; and
	(3)  Each change made in compliance with Service Bulletins (SB), when the SB specifically requests an entry to be made.

	c. Section 43.2(b) prohibits the use of the term “rebuilt” in describing work accomplished in required maintenance records or forms unless the component worked on has had specific work functions accomplished. These functions are listed in § 43.2(b) an...

	8. RECORDING TACHOMETERS.
	a. Time in service recording devices sense such things as electrical power on, oil pressure, wheels on the ground, etc., and from these conditions provide an indication of time in service. With the exception of those that sense aircraft lift-off and t...
	b. Some owners and operators mistakenly believe these devices may be used in lieu of keeping time in service in the maintenance record. While they are of great assistance in arriving at the time in service, such instruments alone do not meet the requi...

	9. MAINTENANCE RECORDS FOR AD COMPLIANCE. This subject is covered in AC 39-7, Airworthiness Directives. A separate AD record may be kept for the airframe and each engine, propeller, rotor, and appliance, but is not required. This would facilitate reco...
	10. MAINTENANCE RECORDS FOR REQUIRED INSPECTIONS.
	a. Section 43.11 contains the requirements for inspection entries. While these requirements are imposed on maintenance personnel, owners and operators should become familiar with them in order to meet their responsibilities under § 91.405.
	b. The maintenance record requirements of § 43.11 apply to the 100-hour, annual, and progressive inspections under part 91; inspection programs under parts 91 and 125; approved airplane inspection programs under part 135; and the 100-hour and annual i...
	c. Appropriately rated mechanics are authorized to conduct these inspections and make the required entries. Particular attention should be given to § 43.11(a)(7) in that it now requires a more specific statement than previously required under § 43.9. ...
	d. Questions continue regarding multiple entries for 100-hour/annual inspections. As discussed in paragraph 5c, neither part 43 nor part 91 requires separate records to be kept. Section 43.11, however, requires persons approving or disapproving equipm...

	11. DISCREPANCY LISTS.
	a. Before October 15, 1982, issuance of discrepancy lists (or lists of defects) to owners or operators was appropriate only in connection with annual inspections under part 91, inspections under § 135.411(a)(1), inspection programs under part 125, and...
	b. When a discrepancy list is provided to an owner or operator, it says in effect, except for these discrepancies, the item inspected is airworthy. It is imperative, therefore, that inspections be complete and that all discrepancies appear in the list...
	c. It is no longer a requirement that copies of discrepancy lists be forwarded to the local Flight Standards District Office (FSDO).
	d. Discrepancy lists (or lists of defects) are part of the maintenance record and the owner/operator is responsible to maintain that record in accordance with § 91.417(b)(3). The entry made by maintenance personnel in the maintenance record should ref...

	12. LOST OR DESTROYED RECORDS. Occasionally, the records for an aircraft are lost or destroyed. In order to reconstruct them, it is necessary to establish the total time in service of the airframe. This can be done by reference to other records that r...
	a. The current status of applicable ADs may present a more formidable problem. This may require a detailed inspection by maintenance personnel to establish that the applicable ADs have been complied with. It can readily be seen that this could entail ...
	b. Other items required by § 91.417(a)(2), such as the current status of life-limited parts, time since last overhaul, current inspection status, and current list of major alterations, may present difficult problems. Some items may be easier to reesta...

	13. COMPUTERIZED RECORDS. There is a growing trend toward computerized maintenance records. Many of these systems are offered to owners/operators on a commercial basis. While these are excellent scheduling systems, alone they normally do not meet the ...
	14. PUBLIC AIRCRAFT. Prospective purchasers of aircraft that have been used as public aircraft should be aware that public aircraft may not be subject to the certification and maintenance requirements in 14 CFR and may not have records that meet the r...
	15. LIFE-LIMITED PARTS.
	a. Present day aircraft and powerplants commonly have life-limited parts installed. These life limits may be referred to as retirement times, service life limitations, parts retirement limitations, retirement life limits, life limitations, or other su...
	b. Section 91.417(a)(2)(ii) requires the owner or operator of an aircraft with such parts installed to have records containing the current status of these parts. Many owners/operators have found it advantageous to have a separate record for such parts...

	16. MAINTENANCE RELEASE.
	a. In addition to those requirements discussed previously, § 43.9 requires that major repairs and alterations be recorded as indicated in part 43 appendix B, (i.e., on FAA Form 337). An exception is provided in paragraph (b) of that appendix, which al...
	b. The maintenance release must contain the information specified in paragraph (b)(1), (2), and (3) of part 43 appendix B; be made a part of the aircraft maintenance record; and be retained by the owner/operator as specified in § 91.417. The maintenan...
	c. Some repair stations use what they call a maintenance release for other than major repairs. This is sometimes a tag and sometimes information on a work order. When this is done, all of the requirements of § 43.9 must be met (paragraph (b)(3) of app...

	17. FAA FORM 337.
	a. Major repairs and alterations are to be recorded on FAA Form 337, as stated in paragraph 16. This form is executed by the person making the repair or alteration. Provisions are made on the form for a person other than that person performing the wor...
	b. These forms are now required to be made part of the maintenance record of the product repaired or altered and retained in accordance with § 91.417.
	c. Detailed instructions for use of this form are contained in AC 43.9-1, Instructions for Completion of FAA Form 337.
	d. Some manufacturers have initiated a policy of indicating, on their SL and bulletins, and other documents dealing with changes to their aircraft, whether or not the changes constitute major repairs or alterations. Some manufacturers also indicate th...

	18. TESTS AND INSPECTIONS FOR ALTIMETER SYSTEMS, ALTITUDE REPORTING EQUIPMENT, AND AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL (ATC) TRANSPONDERS. The recordation requirements for these tests and inspections are the same as for other maintenance. There are essentially three ...
	19. BEFORE YOU BUY. This is the proper time to take a close look at the maintenance records of any used aircraft you expect to purchase. A well-kept set of maintenance records, which properly identifies all previously performed maintenance, alteration...
	20. AC FEEDBACK FORM. For your convenience, the AC Feedback Form is the last page of this AC. Note any deficiencies found, clarifications needed, or suggested improvements regarding the contents of this AC on the Feedback Form.
	APPENDIX 1. AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE COMPLIANCE RECORD (SUGGESTED FORMAT)
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